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Colfax County Is
Big Asset To State
Contributes More To Maintain The
State Than Any Other County;
State Taxes $1 37,386.
Assistant State Auditor A. J.
Fisher on Monday .nade out the
warrants for the 60 per cent back
salaries that the state still owed its
servants at the capitol.
Mr. Fisher has just finished the
compilation of the taxes that the
taxpayers of the state contributed
during the
two fiscal years to
the support of the state and its activities. The total amounts to the
handsome sum of 1,680,744.71 or
about $5 for every man, woman
and child in the state. Unfortunately, the burden is not distributed so uniformly, for the number of
taxpayers is only a small propor
tion of the populatien of. the state.
Colfax county is rated as the
heaviest cnutributor to the state's
exchequer, the amount totalling
$137,386 71. This tax does not
include the contribution for county
and municipal purposes.
Bernalillo county is fifth among
the contributors to the state, Santa
Fe county is twelfth, Sandoval and
Taos counties contributed the least
the two together paying only
of the taxes that the county of
Chaves pays, and Santa Fe county

Col. Twitchell

Finds Important
History Of State
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is physically impossible toad-jus- t
a more potent fact as to the
valuation of property in Colfax

It

county than the compiled figures
li brings out to the public
above.
the fact that this county is rich in
natural resouices and broad in
area, with but a comparative small
section of the former in operation
or in the process of being
ed.
In point of resources and development along conservative lines,
Colfax county stands out as the
peer of all counties in the state,
and the burden of taxation to support the commonwealth falls heaviest upon the combined interests of

the county.

Implicated
Man Has

Surrendered
One of tbe men implicated in the
murder of Don Antonio Martinez
in the Carson forest known as Gar
rapata in Taos county last week,
surrendered to tbe sheriff of Colla
county the first of the week in Ra
ton, where

be is now confined in

tbe county jail.
At the time this is written the
sheriff could not be located by wire
as be was absent on official busi
ness, and tbe name of the man who
surrendered could not be ascertain
ed. While it is not authentic, it
is believed that tbe prisoner's name
is Stewart. Since tbe murder was
committed investigation revealed
that none of tbe three men accused
of tbe crime were from Dawson.
The state's attorney received no
further information about the crime
although every available effort is
being resorted to.

A historical find that is much
treasured has been made by Col.
Ralph Emerson Twitchell in Vol. 1
"Documentos Para in Historia de
Mexico," printed in the Citv of
Mexico. It is a huge tome in Spanish of 1,200 pages and more than
half of it refers to New Mexico annals. The book opens with biographies of the Aztec emperors before the coming of Cortez. Then
follows the story of fie martyrs of
Tlaxcala, which is of interest be
cause it was Tlascalan Indians who
settled on the south bank of Santa
Fe and there built San Miguel's
chapel and what is pointed out as
the oldest borne in Santa Fe.
The history of New Mexico from
1538 to 1636 by Gerónimo de Za
rate Salmerón is the next chapter.
It begins with the story of Fran
cisco Vasquez Coronado and hit
remarkable journeys. The story
of the pueblos of San Marcos and
San Cristobal as well as other
pueblos no longer occupied forma
an interesting chapter.
The book also gives the histor
ies of the founding of the principal
cities of Mexico, including Quere- taro, Saltillo, Monclovo, Presidio,
Rio Grande del Norte, geographies
and a wealth of other material
about the Toltecs, Mayas and oth- i r Mexicau tribes.
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The department of education set
Friday and Saturday, January 8
and o, as the dates for the midwinter examinations for teachers'
certificates. The questions for the
examinations will be sent to the
county seat of each counly. It is
an opportunity for those bavins;
certificates to earn a higher grade
and for those who have finished a
normal course to obtain their first
certificates.
In order to obtain the highest
grade of teachers for the rural
schools, a bill will be introduced in
tbe legislature to provide for 100
annual scholarships in tbe normal
schools for third grade rural teachers, each scholarship to be worth
The candidates for the
Saoo.
schollarships are to be selected by
county school superintendents from
among those of his third grade
teachers who show tbe mqst promise and ambition, and with the approval of tbe superintendent of

NO. 51

For Needed Laws

January 4

Women's Federation Of Clubs Will
Ask For Appropriation To Alleviate Suffering Of Poor.
Mineral Production

In NeW Mexico
On The Increase

He Comes Up
Br
Charles
Smiling
Sherman

1

kind-hearte-

(

benevolent organizations scattered
over the state which run the gamut
from tag days to charity balls in
their efforts to coax a few dollars
from the pockets of tbe public to
relieve tbe suffering in their several communities- "In New Mexico, as elsewhere,
the greater part of this relief work
is carried on by women, either as
individuals or in organizations so
it seems very fitting that tbe New
Mexico Federation of Women's
clubs, representing as it does,
women's organizations all over tbe
state, should take the lead in urging some legislption which will
compel some public aid to tbe poor
and helpless and will provide the
necessary means for giving this

Lordsburg district increased. The
Whiteoaks district, Lincoln county
continued to produce gold bullion.
Tbe Elizabethtown district, Colfax
county, remained tbe principal
district.
The
in Otero
Oro Grande district,
county, and the San Pedro district
Santa Fe county, contributed gold
and silver in copper ores.
aid.
placer-producin-

g

History Of Maxwell

Vacation For
Frankenburgers

Home Forgotten

Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague
departed Wednesday morning for
Kansas City, where Mr. Sprague
will enter into business. Tbey
have bten residents of Cimarron
for several years and have a host
of (riends here who wish them success in their new home.

The following circular which is
part a communication from the
president of the New Mexico Federation of Women's clubs, is of
much interest:
"The arrival of cold weather and
the coming of the Christmas season when tbe thoughts of all
d
people turn toward the relief of tbe poor and the unfortunate,
should make every thoughtful citizen of New Mexico consider the
conditions in this state, standing
practically alone, as it does, among
tbe states of the union, in making
absolutely no provisions for public
charity. There was a time when
it was proudly asserted that New
Mexico boasted of her lack of poor
houses and poor funds, a lack
which should be a cause of shame
instead of pride unless the state
could also boast that there were no
poor within her boarders. Unfortunately the poor we have always
with us, in New Mexico as well as
tbe rest of the world, a fact which
may be quickly corroborated by application t any one of the various
in

The output of New Mexico mines
for eleven months of 1914, with an
estimate for December, according
public instruction, are to be ap- to preliminary figures by Criarles
pointed by the state senator or rep- W. Henderson of the United
resentative from that district. This States Geological Survey, indicate
together with the seven months' a yield of 11,173,000 in gold, !,
minimum term bill are to be tbe 730,006 ounces of silver, 1,34.0,000
principal educational measures be- pounds of lead, 65,000,000 pounds
of copper, and 18,300,000 pounds
fore the assembly.
of zinc (in terms of spelter and
zinc in zinc oxide.) These figures
show increases of $390,000 in gold,
90,000 ounces of silver, 9,300,000
pounds of copper, and 1,800,000
pounds of zinc, and a decrease of
3,600,000 pounds of lead. Despite lower prices for metals tbe
total value was 1 3, 070,001? in
1914, against Si 1,694,003 in 191 3,
an increase of 1376,000.
The Mogollón district which in
619,886 in gold and
1913 yielded
1.306,766 ounces of silver, showed
a small increase for 1914. Considerable metallic gold and silver
were marketed from Pinos Altos,
in addition to ores shipped. The
output ol tbe gold and silver bearing siliceous and copper ores of the

Unpublished

Volumes of unpublished history
are hidden beneath what is practically the ruins of the Maxwell
home south of the Cimarron river,
in old town. Antiquated in struc
ture, tbe Maxwell house has domi
ciled every race and class of peo
pie ou the globe, and all shared
alike the genial hospitality of the
man wh ose name still is connecte
with the landmark that separates
the new from tbe old.
The Maxwell house was headquarters for the miners, stockmen,
tourists and what not, and the medium of exchange was principally
gold which was weighed on tiny
scales before it was coined. But
the house that once was popular is
now going to ruins gradually aud
its past is forgotten.

COLFAX"

Women Will Ask

ne

The grand jury which convenes
at the county court house on Monday, January 4th, will have seven
murder cases to act upon. Several of these cases will be brought before the grand jury on a change of
venue. The criminal docket of the
present term of tbe court is the
largest known in several years and
the mo.it efficient legal talent in the
state will be set in motion when
tbe defendants are brought into the
court to answer the crimes with,
which tbev are charged.
The district attorney's office is
buaily engaged preparing the side
for the state.

OF

Sholars And

Entertain Sunday
OU qan't keep a good man
down. He had no idea
he'd be kidnapped by a general,
a Wall street raider and the loveliest girl in the world they got
him for a week in a motor, the
wildest, merriest ride but in every
emergency he came up smiling.

A Comedy Novel

Delicately Romantic
which makes a particular appeal to
who love good humor, well
drawn characters, convincing description and wholesome romance.
those

Our Next Serial, Don't Mis Itt

School Class
Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
burger entertained tbe
burger Sunday School
at
flinch, Monday evening at their
dome, it also being Mr. Franken- burger's 51st birthday an niversary
the occasion was fittingly commem-Werorated by tbe guests who
Julia Masten
Alma Troutman
Mattie Troutman
Belle Cartwrigbt
Mollie Cartwrigbt
Ruth Scott
Maude Scott
Irene Kirk
Stella Zastrow
Pearl Riggen
Vera Wbiteman
Alfred Masten
Oreo Chandler
John Sharp
Paul Davidson
Lloyd Housaur
Guy Pease.
Franken-Franken-clas-

s

e:

,

The Faculty
The annual Yuletide vacation for
tbe public school and the staff of
teachers commences today and will
be in force until January 4, when
tbe second half of the school term
will commence.
A Christmas program is being
give by tbe scholars at tbe school

this afternoon and many patrons
were present. Singing, recitations
and monologues concluded tbe program for the afternoon, after which
scholars and teachers departed for
their homes knowing and appreciating that a brief vacation is justified.
The entire staff of the Cimarron
public school will spend their vacations in this city, with the exception of Miss Turner, who will
spend tbe holidays with her par-ea-

ts

at E'town.
Tbe Cimarron school will again
open on January 4, to commence
tbe se .ond half of tbe school tarm.

CIMARRON NEWS.
hotel at Scarborough received the full
effect of a shell. A number of house
and shop were shattered and partir
burned In each of the towns.

BERLIN REJOICES
OVER BIG VICTORY
Austrians and Germans Claim
Greatest Success of
War in Poland.
GERMANS RAID BRITISH COAST
Cruiser Fleet Shells Three Towns,
Killing
Many Parsons and
Destroying Much Property
Escapes In Fog.

Summary cf Events.
Berlin is celebrating the new
from Poland of whut is termed

"one of the greatest victorks in
history.'
Berlin i. .;,
announces that the Russians have
beofi nlearly beaten and that th-- j

Russia
offensive agaiust Silesia
and Pasen had been broken. A
general retreat of the Russians in
Poland, with the Gerinnns in pursuit, is reported.

In contradistinction to this, the latest official bulletin Issued at Petro-gra-

d

declares that the Russian cavalry
and vanguard troops "are chasing energetically the beaten Germans" In
the direction of Mlawa.
Both sides lay claim to the capture
of prisoners, the Oermans to a very
large number of them.
American visitors, who, a few days
ago, commented upon the nondisplay
of flags, scarcely recognised the
streets, which everywhere were gay
with tin- Qerman black, white and red,
and the Austrian orange and black at
many places intertwined.
Big Battle Near Warsaw.
A great battle Is In progress nt
Sochaczow, thirty miles west of Warsaw. The German wedge, which is
proceeding In a southeasterly direction from How has managed, after
heavy fighting In which serious
losses are reported to have been inflicted, to establish Itself a quarter
of a mile west of Sochaczow.
The
Polish campaign now centers at that

point

The German column was met at
by fierce resistance on the
part of the Russians. The fighting
was extremely severe, at points leading to
encounters. Artillery fire on both sides was heavy
and continuous. German aeroplanes
are constantly circling over the town.
Austrians Capture 31,000.
The Austrians have succeeded ; in
again crossing the Carpathians, and,
according to their account, are driving
the Russian left back toward the River
8an. This army, assisted by German
reinforcements, haa undertaken the
rather difficult task of forcing the Russians to withdraw from in front of Cracow and also of relieving Pryzemysl.
The Austrians apparently have met
with at least partial success.
An official communication Issued at
Vienna says the Austrian offensive in
Western Galacla has compelled the
enemy to retreat and his front in
South Poland to waver. Austrian
troops, advancing from the south,
reached Jaslo and Rajbrot. In this
advance and the last battle they took
thirty-onthousand Russian prisoners.
Sochaczow

hand-to-han- d

The French Claim Progresa.
The German and French official
communications do not disclose much
of what Is going on in the west, but
It Is apparent that the allies are still
on the offensive from the coast to i a
Basse and at various other points
along the front. While not very
marked advances are reported the
French claim to have made some progress and to be holding the ground
they gained during the preceding
days.
Allies Push Offensive.
The offensive movement of the
French and British has become general and Is being pushed with strong
forces, particularly In Flanders, the
Argonne, the Woevre and Alsace.
While the French claim to have been
successful- - at all points except at
Stelnbach, in Alsace, the German official report says the Allies' attacks
have been unsuccessful at several
places.
On the whole, however, it would appear that the Allies, who now have a
superiority in numbers as well as in
artillery, have succeeded in mnklng
some progress and have withstood vigorous counter attacks delivered by the
Oermans.
Servians Retake Belgrade.
Thé Servians, after a tierce battle,
have reoccupied Belgrade, according
to a Nlsh dispatch. The Austrians
occupied Belgrade December 2, after
having besieged It since July 29, bombarding from batteries near Slmlin
and from monitors on the Danube. A
large portion of the city was said to
have been destroyed by the fire of the
Austrians. When war was declared
the Servian government moved from
Holgrade to Graguyevats and later
went farther south to Nlsh, where it
remains.
Admits

Loss of Belgrade.

The abandonment of Pelgrade by
the Austrians is acknowledged in an
official statement given out at the
Austrian army headquarters. The
statement says that the retirement
of the right wing Involved a change
in the military situation which made
it advisable to abandon Belgrade,
which was evacuated without fighting.

Russians Defeat Turks.
The Turks, considerably reinforced
from Bagdad and by a new formation,
assumed the offensive in the .Euphrates valley and the Van region, which
resulted in a number of engagements
of secondary importance. In these battles the Russians were victorious with
the result that the Turkish forces are
demoralized and in some cases have
lost their effectiveness.
A New Triple Alliance.
By Invitation of King Oustav of
Sweden, King Haakon of Norway and
King Frederick of Denmark will visit
lilm at Malmo, Southern Sweden, Th e
three kings will be accompanied by
their ministers of foreign affairs and
secretaries and will discuss affairs of
common Interest which have arisen as
a result of the war and especially

measures for helping the economical
situation In Scandinavia.
VICE ADMIRAL

STURDEE

Raid English

STATE NEWS

Coast.

-

PEOPLE

DESPERATE DEFEN8E OF 8LAV8
8TOP8 VON HINDENBURQ AFTER RUSSIANS CR08S BZURA.

EVACUATE MIDDLEKIRKE
AU8TRIAN8 ADMIT CZAR'S FORCES
HAVE OCCUPIED SOUTH POLAND AND GALICIA.

wppr

Union Naw Service.

Also
of

WeiHern Kwspaer t'nlon Nwn Service.
DATKK
OMINO RVKNTS.

April
Annus! Meeting Southwestern New Mexico rattle Urowera' Aa- -

Tbe homestead rush Is on again at
Fort Sumner.
Steven Minerlrk. 22. died In the Navajo Mine near Gallup.
I.as Cruces will nave a creamery
and a canning factory.
The cost of the recent election In
San Miguel county Was $2,000.
It costs $10,000 a year to deliver the
mail between Silver City and Mogollón.
New Mexico has 910 publicly owned

Against Slaughter
Receipts of Office

ixmdon, Dec. J2. In Poiand and
Galicia battles are being fought between the Russians and the German
and Austrian allies amid deep apow In
bitter cold.
In Belgium and northern France the
Oermans and the French, British and
Belgian allies are contesting the
mud-llcld-

schools buildings and 294 that are
rented or donated.
One thousand ewes, for breeding
purposes, were shipped to Santa Fé
from Fort Sumner.
David Harrington of Guam has sold
a bunch of 250 head of cattle from his
ranch near that point.
As far as heard from. Estancia Valley has output, the past season,
pounds of beans.
Santa Fe will make a bid for tho entertainment of the National Editorial
Asnoclatlon next June.
Harry .1. Little of Lincoln county
shot Wilde Tumwalt, claiming that he
mistook him for a deer.
An every other day mall service Is
to he established between Roswell,
McDonald, Plaluvlew and King.
The first general meeting of the
Northern New Mexico Press Association, recently organized, was held at
Raton.
Melrose has been able to ship this
season 100 cars of wheat, 100 cars of
maize, 89 of broom corn and other

a

cruisers Scharnhorst, Gnsisensu y
and Leipzig off the Falkland
llUlllllilllUllllllililiililllirilllmllllltllllllillllllllllllltllli

It Is believed now that the German
SIX SHIPS WERE IN RAID
squadron Included at least four battle
ON ENGLISH COAST TOWNS cruisers of the

class and two armored cruisers. The

The people of the English shelling of the Hartlepoola and
was simultaneous, but Whitcoast towns of Scarborough, Hartlepool and Whitby, which were bom- by was visited by the warships after
barded recently by German cvrulsers, they had left the other towns.
The light cruiser Patrol and the dehave resumed their ordinary occupations. The only difference discerned stroyer Doon were, among the British
la the regular routine of this season ships which attacked the German
of the year was the arrival of crowds cruisers. Both were struck by shells.
of camera bearlcg tourists, which ro- They lost five men killed and fifteen
ulade the residents of the rummer wounded. The Hartlepool casualties
are Sí dead and 350 wounded.
toitux.
bear-boroug- h

reporter:

Doves
Show Substantial Increase.

"A lad twenty killed a man and
woman in Sarajevo. All Europe Is now
fighting to avenge this wrong. England alone Is spending $35,000 a minute, according to Sidney Webb, on gunpowder.
"Well, this Is such an expensive way
to avenge a wrong that it reminds me
of the man at the banquet.
"A man entered the cloakroom, at
the end of a banquet, and began to

Western Newenaper Union Nuwe Service.

Santa Fe. The receipts of the state
game and fish warden's office In the
fiscal year ending November 20, last,
Increased to the extent of $1,538.67.
compared with the preceding fiscal
year. The figures for the two fiscal
years have been completed by State
Warden Trinidad C. de Baca, and will
In silk hat after silk hat.
appear In the report that he will sub- smash
" 'Hold on, boss! What fo' yo' smash-In- '
mit to Governor McDonald and the
all dem high hats?' demanded the
Legislature.
State

At the beginning of the fiscal year
the state game and fish warden's
oft ice had a balance of $4,049.07. The
receipts during the year amounted to
$8,571.84 and the disbursements to
leaving a balance of $5,892.88.
The receipt during the fiscal year
1914 were $10,110.51, and the disbursements $8,795.15, leaving a balance on
foot by foot.
December 1, lust, of $7,208.24.
The Germans in Poland again are
As the game and fish licenses are
making a fierce attack toward the capreported by calendar, ondiiot by fis
ital and the Russians are making a
cal years, the figures for 1914 aro not
stand against them on the east bank
yet complete. Those for li13 follow:
of the Rzura river, thirty miles west
Big game ($1.00 feo). 1912; bird
of Warsaw.
Grand Duke Nicholas'
($1.00), 2794; general ($1.50), 4187:
army here holds a natural strategic
hunting $10,00), 114; nonresident fishing ($1.00), 136.
line, 50 miles long, running roughly
so far reported foi
north and south aioug the east banks
The licenses
1914 include 913 big game, 2.518 bird
at the Bzura and Rawka rivers. Bitter
3.217 general, 76
hunting
cold is helping the Russlnns to block
and 203 non resident fishing.
the German advance.
The returns shown from licenses are
The Petrograd reports claim that the
exclusive of th.' commissions paid
German force In north Poland hjaa redep i'.y game and
wardens. The
treated across the boundary Into East
total for the last fiscal year is tlnd(
Prustlu In a northwesterly direction.
largest of any year since the license
It assert 3 also that the Austrian adlaw was passed.
passes
Carpathian
vance through the
Among a number of important recto the north has been checked and produce.
ommendations In the report of Mr. de
This year's hay crop in the territory Haca Is one lor a closed season on
the attempts of the Przemysl garrison
to break through the lines repulsed. tributary to Obar has been heavy, and
iar. An emphatic stand acainst the
Accoidlng to this report the Austrians the growers have been baling it ex- slaughter of doves is taken In his report. He recommends a shorter seahave been driven into the fortifica- tensively.
son on wild turkeys, grouse
quail,
tions with heavy slaughter.
Nick Leavlch, a Gallup miner, about and that the closed season onand Bon
the
Tho Austrian communication, on the 25 years of age, was killed by a great White, which
exexpires in 1917,
other hand, claims successes In the mass of rock falling from the root tended for an indelinlte period. be
of the mine.
Carpathians, but admits that the
again occupy Oallcla and south
With a reduction of rates on beans
Don Anton'o Martinez Murdered.
from eighteen to six dollars will make
Polar.d In ."orce.
Apparently, therefore, the Cracow a big difference in the income of the
Santa Fé. News of a murder in
article.
Taos county reached Santa Fé, the
and Prsemyai Investments are continu- raisers of that broom-corTwo cars of
were loaded victim being Don Antonio Martinez of
ing and have not been broken.
by
Rock
the
from
at
Island
farmers
San Cristobal in
Serious fighting between the Rus- Frost district.
northern part of
Price received is said the county, whose the
body was found at
sians and Turks around Erzerum, to average
per
from
$47
ton.
$50
to
place in tbe Carson forest known as
Turkish Armenia, has been stopped by
Nearly 400 applications for 1915 aGarrapata.
sncw six feet deep and Intense cold,
The body had been covhave been already ered with stones and
from which the Arabs are suffering automobileat llcenes
branches from
Secretary
of
office
the
of
received
bitterly.
trees. A hunter from French, Colfax
Lucero.
State
Antonio
county, is under arrest. One of his
Uerlln publishes what purports to
It is reported that F. Jones of companions, hailing from Dawson,
be an order issued by General Joffre,
commander-in-chie- f
of the nlliod forces Vaughn, has a litter of gray kittens, made his escape after being arrested,
now
five weeks old, four of
of the west, dated Dec. 17, exhorting whichabout
were born with only three feet. and a third nimrod, who was wounded
the soldiers and telling them the hour
the right leg and left shoulder,
The smount of hay that has been in
has come to "clear the tsvader from baled
and hauled to Roy this fall is managed to get away after calling at
France."
an innovation. There la more feed in a drug store for ointment for his
bulletin de- sight at present than was over known wounds and consulting a doctor.
A late Paris offlclal
scribes small gains all along the line, there.
particularly In the center between tho
Phil H. LeNolr, formerly secretary
To Reorganize Las Cruces Bank.
Argonne and tho Mouse.
of the Y. M. C. A., has been elected
Las Cruces. It is announced that
British ships have again been bom- secretary of the Commercial Club at
barding Zee Brugge and Heyst, as well East Las Vegas, at a salary of $125 a the reorganization of the First State
Hunk, which closed its doors a few
as the coast beyond Ostend, where month.
Charles McEcklln, a stranger, is In days ago, will be undertaken at once,
the Germans have established many
shore batteries hidden In the grass a hospital at Tyrone, suffering from with W. R. Bradford, a wealthy lum- a bullet wound in the leg, groin, sus- berman, as president, and Frank
and sand.
According to the newspaper Tijd, tained, it is said, In a drunken saloon M in hi; on. an El Paso banker, as
The new bank will
In Amsterdam, the Germans have hrawl.
There has
evacuated Middlekerke.
A
buffalo bull, the fa- take up the $240.000 in liabilities, and
the assets, which total from $250,000
been considerable movement among mous outlaw and the pride of the Bufthe German troops in West Flanders. falo Jones herd, was shot and killed to $260,000. L. B. Wootters, assistant
The German war office gave out a at the Bristow place, six miles west state traveling auditor and bunk examiner, is now In charge of tbe bank.
statement in which it is related that of Portales.
ou Dec. IS Gorman troops were sucAs a result of the recent destruction
cessful at NIeuport, occupied certain by fire of the home of H. Tecklenburg, No Trace Found of Captain Cooney.
Anglo-Indiapositions in Belgium and living near Page, one of Uncle Sam's
Socorro. So far as known here, no
captured artillery and ü"0 prisoners, postofflces now is being maintained In
hue yet been fouud of Captain
trace
de
and that tronchen at Notre Dame
v
tool chest.
a
Cooney, pioneer mining man
Michael
Lorette were retaken front the enemy.
At a hearing before Judge McClure of this place, who left his home here
on Oct. 25th on a prospecting trip, ana
In Roswell In the matter of the
$150,000,000
War Loan Taken.
drainage district, the who has not been heard of in six
A call of $130 000,000 on
London
the war loan was arranged easily. court set the assessment at $325,000. weeks. A search for him Is being
There was no disturbance of money This Is a reduction of $50,000 in the made by a party headed by Charles
Cooney, his son.
rates.
amount previously set.
The state treasurer's report for 1914
Making Real Cane Sugar.
shows the entire revenue of the statt
According to reports
Receipts during fiscal
as follows:
Silver
GO
BACK year. $1.814,582.27; disbursements, $1, from the City.
THAW MUST
Lone Walnut district, an ex
566.020.til. Balance, $248,561.66.
cellent grade of sugar is being turned
The State College has just Issued out at the D. H. Folch sugar mill
The mill has boen runU. 8. Supreme Court Overrules New ü valuable bulletin, No. 91, on "Tie there.
Utilization of Feed by Runge Steers ning on cane from the farms of M. F.
Hampshire Judge and Orders
and Rob'rt Harrell, who have
of Diflerent Ages Alfalfa Hay," by Gilbert large
White's Slayer Extradited.
crops. The experiment of
raised
F. W. Cbrlstensen and H. H. Simpson.
growing cane in that district seems
Supreme Court
Washington.
According to a report that seems to to be a success, and It is predicted
reversed the refusal of the Federal be based on reliable authority, the that an lmportsnt sugar industry will
Court In New Hampshire to extradite Maxwell Irrigated Land Company has be built up.
V
Harry Thaw to New York.
acquired uptlona on two tracts of land
Mosquero Man Accidentally Shot.
In a brief decision by Justice across the river from that town, emTucumcarl. A native from MosHolmes, which was the unanimous de- bracing about 15,000 acres of fine land, quero,
Union county, now in the hoscision of the court, It was held that which will be put under ditches from pital hete, Is the latest rifle victim to
year.
a
reservoir
within
Hebron
the
Hi'celebrated prisoner should be
Since the establishment of the New be reported in New Mexico. His two
turned over at once to the New York
play with a loaded
Mexico Board of Pharmucy In April. children wanted to
i file and In putting It out of their
authorities to answer au Indictment 1889, r!)1 pharmacists have been regischarging conspiracy to escape from tered In this stste. The
reach he accidentally discharged It,
Matteswan asylum for the criminal uppears In a report of the information
bonrd Just the bullet passing thronh his stomach
lm.ane.
filed with Governor McDonald.
This and liver. His condition Is serious.
Whether his escape from the asylum rapoii covers the period from July 10,
Bank Swindler Pleads Guilty.
while his counsel contended he was 1912, and shows thst the present board
East Las Vegas. J. L. Vantlne. ullas
Insane, constituted a crime and other hag held two meetings and has regisL. H. Putnam, who was arrested hen
questions tho court dismissed with tered seventy nine pharmacists. The on
a charge of embezzlement, pleaded
the comment that they could not en- total receipts of the board in the pe- Kuilty
before Judge D. H. leaby,
ter into a habeas corpus proceeding riod covered were $2.935.38, and tho was sentenced to serve a sentenceand
ol
and that they were proper questions expenses $2,304.18, leaving a bulance from twelve to fifteen months In tbe
for the state of New York to decide. of $03,1.20.
state penitentiary in Santa Fe.
Actually the celebrated Thaw case
That volunteer firemen are exempt
Convlots to Pen.
tor the killing of Stanford White-- was from both poll and road taxes, was the Take Twenty-OnSanta Fé. Twenty-onfederal connot before the Supreme Court. opinion handed down by Assistant AtMerely the question of returning torney General Harry 8. Clancy in a victs arrived here from Globe, Ariz.,
Thaw on the conspiracy indictment letter to Dr. J. F. Hutchinson, to be placed in the Santa Fé penitenSpringer, referring him to Sees. 1761 tiary. They were In charge of United
was up for decision.
and 1764 of the compiled laws of 1897. States Marshal J. P. Dillou of Arizona,
Oscar Davis, owner of a cigar store who was accompanied from AlbuquerIn Roswell, was on trial In Federal que by United SUtes Marshal HudsMiners to Receive Gifts.
Kansas City.
Sufferers In the Court at Albuquerque, charged with peth of tbls state, traveling in a spesouthern Colorado coal fields will be violation, of the Munn act In bringing cial car. Such prisoners have formerly been sent to the federal prisons in
sent a Christmas consignment from ciar Levlue Into New Mexico from
Worth, Tex. This Is the fourth California and Georgia. Their arrival
Kansas City, consisting of clothing, Fort
white slave case brought to trial at the will tax tbe accommodations of the
bedding, shoes and food.
local Jail.
court le I'll
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Andrew Carnegie, in a recent Inter
view on peace, said to a New York

Tsket Stand

attendant.

" "I'm looking for my own," the gentleman answered. 'It's an opera hat
collapsible, you know. None of these

1913

seem to be It.' "

Travesty on Real Falstaff.
Yarmouth has a claim upon all Englishmen quite independently of ita associations with the breakfast bloater,
remarks r. writer in St. Nicholas. For
It was the home of Shakespeare's Falstaff. who appears to have been a man
The Falstaffs
of exemplary piety.
were an old Yarmouth family.
"A Falstolfe or Falstaff," writes
John Richard Green, "was bailiff of
Yarmouth In 1281. Another is among
the first of Its representatives In parliament, and from that the members
of that family filled the highest municipal offices. John Falstolfe, a man
of considerable account in the town,
purchased lands nt the close of the
fourteenth centqry in Calstor, and be
came the father of 8lr John Falstolfe,
who, after a distinguished military career, was luckless enough to give hit
name to Shakespeare's famous character. In Yarmouth, however, he wai
better known ss a benefactor to the
great church of St. Nicholas.

242,-30-
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Vouldn't Stand for It.
She wore a determined look aa she
entered the drug store.
"Look here, young man, If
man with a red mustache cornea an
asks you for a prescription you're not
to let him have it"
"Really, madam, I "
"No, you mustn't let him have H
on any account. He's come here tot
a month, and says he wants some
thing to improve his appetite. He'i
boarding at my establishment, youni
man."
And with a muttered threat the

Rub-siaii-

sr-ta-

n
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Vice Admiral Sir F. C. D. aturdes, commander of the cruiser
squadron of the British navy
which destroyed the German

Procedure In Europe Reminded Andrew Carnegie of a Somewhat
Humorous Incident,

DEB ACA RECOMMEND8
CLOSED
SEASON ON BRUIN.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

n

e

London.

STOP ADVANCE

COSTLY METHOD OF REVENGE

GAME WARDEN REPORTS

d

e

For the first time In more than a
century England has been struck by
a foreign foe. A squadron of swift
German cruisers crept through the fog
to the eastern coast and turned their
guns against the Britons.
When day broke, the raiders began
the bombardment of three Important
towns Hartlepool, at the mouth of
thirty-fivmiles
the Tees. Whitby,
southward, and Scarborough, noted as
a pleasure resort, fifteen miles beyond.
Hartlepool .
most. There
two battle cruisers and an- armored
cruiser were engaged and at this place
the greatest loss of lire occurred.
The German warships escaped a
pursuing British fleet after a long
chase through heavy fog.
More Than 100 Killed.
The British war office fixes the number of dead at Hartlepool as eight solcivilians, and
diers and ninety-sevethe wounded at fourteen soldiers and
US civilians. At Scarborough, where
a battle cruiser and an armored cruiser shelled the town, thirteen casualties are reported, while at Whitby two
were killed and two wounded.
Men. women and children of the
civilian population were left dead or
without warning
wounded- - struck
white at breakfast or at work. In all,
according to offlclal estimates, the
casualty list totals 364, of whom 134
are known to bo dead.
Three churches were damaged; the
gas works and lumber yards at Hartlepool were set afire, and the Abbey ol
Whitby was struck.
The Balmoral

SNOW AND COLD

e

e

i

landlady passed from the shop leav
ing the druggist's assistant pale and
trembling.
ARE YOU THINKING OF

i

THE NEW C0ÜNTRY7
The State of Colorado wishes, il
you are in earnest to procure a home,
eay of 320 acres, to help and promote you, barring speculators and
investors. THE GREAT DIVIDE,
published 43 Post Building, Denver,
Colorado, is anxious to tell you all
about it. Send stamp for sample
copy today. Also say what papel
you read this in. Adv.
His Only Possession.
Al Rogers was traveling through a
lonely section in the suburbs of Boston one night, a short while ago, when
he was startled by hearing this pite-

ous appeal:
"Will the kind gentleman please
help a poor unfortunate man? I "
At this point Al felt to locate his
watch.
The other continued:
"I have nothln' in the world but this
loaded revolver."
At the First Signs
Of falling hair get Cutlcura.
It
works wonders. Touch spots of dandruff and Itching with Cutlcura Ointment, and follow next morning with a
hot shampoo of Cutlcura Soap. Thia
nt onco arrests falling hair and promotes bair growth. For free sample
.
each with
8kin Book, adi'reas
post card: Cutlcura, Pept. X, Boston.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
32-p-

Poor
"A burglar got
cbree o'clock this
on my way home

Jones.

Burglar.
Into my house about
morning when I was
from the club," said

"Did he get anything?"
asked
Brown.
"I should say he did get something,"
replied Jones. "The poor devil Is In
the hospital. My wife thought It was
me." Cincinnati Enquirer.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOR a, a safe and sure remedy tot
Infants and children, and Bee that It
Bears the
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Marble to Retain.
Knllcker Jones has a remarkable

memory.
Hoei,er

Wonderful; be remembers
a winter that wasn't just like this.
Logical Result
"8he has such a dogged

expression."
"No wonder, with that pug nose."
Be happy. tJte Red Cross Baa Blue;
much better than liquid blue.
Delights
the laundress. All groosn. Adv.

An extensive deposit of asphalt of
superior quality has beea discovered
In the Philippines.

CIMARRON NEWS.
to do anything else, nn I this was
this disease seems to be steaall. deabout the only thing they could do
clining. In Massachusetts and New
without preparation.
Jersey and In sixteen American cities
Sir John Barker, the millionaire deHow often we see men who spend
partment store owner, died la London.
the government reports Indicate that
most of their Uves as day laborers
He was 71 years old.
mortality from cancer baa Increased
working on the street, on railroads
100 per cent since 1880, and during
Germany la sending large numbers
ships,
on farms, in all sorts of
and
the ten years from 1901 to 1911 It haa
of Russian prisoners to Schlcswlg-Holstelplsces, where they get only very small
Increased IS per cent Cancer costa
to work In the reclamation
wages, who have the natural ability
tho United States about 75.000 Uvea
PROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTE and cultivation of marsh land.
to do something Infinitely better and
annually snd the rate In the reglstrr.-tlo- n
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
The German Emperor has completeM
By ORI80N SWETT
ARDEN
to earn many times as much money
area per 100,000 In 1911 was 71;
to
ly
the
recovered and returned
EVENTE.
they never learned to do anything
but
In England and Wales It was 97. But
front, according to an announcement
UoDTrtiat bt M ociara Noippor Srndlosu
In particular, and so they drifted Into
among the colored population In the
from the Berlin main headquarters
only positions they could fill withthe
Unlted States It was but ST.
IS
VIM
THE
POWDER OF SUCCESS.
transmitted through Amsterdam to
out special preparation.
There Is a deep significance to
Router's Telegram Company.
OF MOST
On the other hand, there are a
many minds In all the foregoing facts,
qualno
Is
success
There
othe:
It Is officially announced In London
excepting honesty which Is more great many who are in a position to
and men everywhere are searching
By ALBERT S. GRAY, M. D.
that Prince Hussein Kemnl has been ity
In demand today In all Unes of human prepare for their chosen lifework, who . f
for the" kev to the riddle, ' snd some
4
of
appoluted
Khedive
to
succeed
the
.
..................
-destroy
sll their chances of success
KEEPING THE READER POSTED
; ;;j5 day.. half, by change perhaps. It will
Egypt, Abtas Hilml. Prince Hussein endeavor than vim. Everybody be- by overdoing or by neglecting the
b
ON MOST IMPORTANT
Kemal will take the title of Sultan. lieves In It; everywhere we hear:
(Coprriaht. mi. by A. S. Gray)
"Give us a man who can do some- laws of health. Through Ignorance,
CURRENT TOPICS.
The new Sultan Is an uncle of Abbas
thing; a man who has push; a man Indifference or carelessness their facTHE RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS.
Hllml.
A WORD ABOUT CANCER.
with Iron in his blood."
Ability is ulties, their tools, are so dulled that
they
they
long
Day"
"Belgium
are
to
In
Parte
do
was
unable
Sunday
what
WMtra Newinapor Union Mowo Sonríe.
worthless without the power to put
by Pro
The discovery of the
United States government reports
and 3.000,000 miniature Belgian flags It Into action. Resolutions, however to.
ABOUT THE WAR.
How often we see young people fessor Roentgen In 1895 familiarized show that during the ten years predecorated the coats of the population. good, are useless without the energy
of radi- ceding 1911 the population of this
Daring the week ended Dec. 7, ninety-t- All persons received the emblem af necessary to carry them out. Push starting In life with great ambitions the minds of men with a type eye
but country Increased 21 per cent DurInvisible to the unaided
ation
In
place
to
a
they
to
foi
make
ter
contrlbuMons
themselves
made
bad
wo
In
BrlUih officers were killed
clears the track; people get out of the
opaque objects and ing this period the death rate per
able
Prance, 153 were wounded and twen- tho collection boxes carried through way of an energetic man. "Energy Is the world nnd to do something worth affect toa traverse
photographic plate behind
the streets by ten thousand girls.
ty were reported mlsetng.
what wins. Many men fail to reach while, and yet they are ruining the pos them. It had long been known that 100.000 from cancer Increased 30 per
sibility of their doing anything very Im
cent among males and 22 per cent
of
the
the
powder
The
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In
mark
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because
the
them
steairer
British asserted Saturday that Teuby ignoring the laws of health, certain substances exposod to sun- among females.
portant
"Tho extraordinary
is
off
a
the
not
proportioned
line
mine
Donaldson
struck
to the bullet."
ton claim of complete rout In Poland
shine afterwards glow In the dark, a
north coast of Ireland Saturday morn- More men fall to attain success In life in all sorts of ways lowering their property known as phosphorescence, Increase in the mortality due to canIs exaggerated, and the official Petro-graphysical standards, devitalizing them
cer In this and other countries has
statement calls clashes nothing ing and is believed to have foundered, from lack of energy that force which selves so that they do not have suffl and It had been discovered that the long since raised
that malady to the
according to an announcement made achieves, accomplishes, pushes Its
more than outpost affairs.
developed these same qualities proportions of a great plague," says
cient force for any great accomplish
alway
by
crew
admiralty.
of
through
the
The
the
from
obstacles
than
A dispatch to the Rxchange Telement. The very thing that they are in these substances. This led to ex an authority who wrote on this sub
graph Company
Amsterdam steamer was saved. The Triton la, most anything else.
from
most dependent upon for attaining periments to see If similar types of ject recently. "The power of human
2,720
tons,
of
No
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bound
was
which
matter
how
much
a
ability
says: "The Germans hare eracuatad
rays were not produced In other ways. resistance to this disease seems to
N.
young
B..
Partington
from
man may have, or how clever, their object, a strong and vigorous vl
for 8t. Johns,
Dlxmude, but the report that the allies
Like many other great discoveries. be steadily declining." He then protality,
they
sacrifice.
The troops and police at many courteous or amiable he may be, If he
have taken Hlddlekerke la untrue."
One
ran accomplish wonderful the culmination of the search owed ceeds to predict that at the present
energy,
success,
lacks
powder
of
the
upon
placea
In Italy were called
to
A dispatch of the 20th from the
be never accomplishes much. There Is things with no other capital than ro something to luck or accident. Henri rate of Increase In another 26 years
Sluls, Netherlands, says:
"Violent keep down riotous demonstrations no success In weakness, no victory In bust health and the determination to Becquerel In Paris in 1896 chanced to cancer will cause more deaths than
fighting continues on the Tser. The against Austria at celebrations of the the uncertain step, hesitating will, lag- make something of oneself, but no use a piece of uranium and discov- tuberculosis, typhoid fever and mafleet's guns are playing havoc In the anniversary of the death of Radical ging hand, or languid brain of an ex- matter how mjch ambition one has, ered In compounds of that element laria combined
German ranks. Trains filled wltb Leader Oberdank, who organized the hausted man. Even small ability with if he devitalizes himself, If he ruins emanations closely allied to the
Scientists throughout the world are
unsuccessful plot to assassinate Emhis health by vicious habits, devltal In their general nature, a property we diligently searching for the cause of
wounded are entering Bruges."
peror Francis Joseph In Trieste In gnat energy will accomplish more ltes himself by sn abnormal or irregu now call radioactivity.
These new this fearful scourge of mankind, in
After some flares of excitement 1882 and was put to death for
than the greatest ability without enit ergy.
life, be knows that his only chance radiations In varying extent pass order that a specific preventive snd
during last week, the situation in
If Ored from a gun with suff- lar
of accomplishing anything very Impor through all matter quite Independent cure may be found. Meanwhile ev
A dispatch to Reuter's Telegram icient velocity a tallow
Europe has relapsed Into very much
candle can be tant is gone.
of whether It Is opaque or transparent ery Individual should be Informed
the same condition from which it Company from Constantinople by way shot through an Inch board.
to light. In addition to the proper- that cancer is to a large degree pre
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Plenty of good people who are cap 'Ionizing" the air and other gases. being of cancer, the most logical one
Turkish fleet In the Black sea and mental capacity,
that advanced by a group of
but who have strong
Two persons were killed and a num- England and Franco began actual hos- physiques and all their power Intact, able of doing good work do very poor rendering them for the time being mlcroscoplsts working along biologiby
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The pioneer In developments on the that cancer is a state of this
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prizes.
anarchy with
The great' problem, then, best thing that Is in them. Unlessthea chemical
side was Mme. Curie, who, in the body. To be able to grasp the
rooming lli jse in Terre Haute, ind.
which everyone has to face Is how man
has kept his tools sharp, kept with her husband, Isolated radium theory
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A little possum, scarcely larger than
The directors of the Pacific Coast gloomy, fretful or morose you are is devitalized by violating the laws suspect
that there exists In every ticle; namely,
a kitten and equally as playful, is now baseball league decided at San Fran- - consuming your energy, wasting your of
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existence or by irregularities of form of matter the process of Its own cells composing that each one body
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The Wisconsin Boxing Commission "ending the power over the wheel Its fountain bead. If the physical con osophy,
pro to say, every reader of thisThat
article
unemployed men ruled against the granting of a per- - to drlve tho mental machinery. Every-mi- t ditlon Is low. If one Is devitalized, his foundly toa philosophy destined
The thirty-eigh- t
Influence the thoughts and
who were arrested at Seattle, Wash.,
to a Milwaukee boxing club for a lhlns which frets, chafes, rasps or ambition suffers, his ideals are cloudy actions of future generations of men is composed of many billions of Individuals, each having all the powers
for raiding a lunch room and a public proposed bout between Sam Langford brings inharmony Into Ufe is a vi his energies lug, his work Is poor.
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Dispelled All Doubt
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ney's office.
Antonio Harreor of Grand Junction, happiness Friction success.
Speaking of the unsophisticated the tinguished by enormous differences In thing is constructed of these same inIt grinds
and
Joseph F. Smith, president of the Colo., hero of the Juarez bull-rinand
other night, Congressman Robert L, power of penetration. The alpha dividual cells, composed of the same
Mormon church, became the real bead at one time the most popular matador away the delicate bearings of life
Henry of Texas related how a young rays have been shown to be atoms protoplasm, and differs only in organ
of the entire sugar beet industry of In Spain, has turned his back on truek machinery without doing any good or
carrying an alectrical ization.
To free life wife went to a butcher shop to buy a of helium
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be broken down and ruined; but at
City, Mo.
students was condemned at Madison,
weapon
efficient
an
of
scientific truth maturity
scientific ventilation and heating were
WORKING WITH DULL TOOLS.
we know there Is a more perIn
report
Wis.,
University
of
the
the
1839
A.,
Schwann dem
Brig. Gen. Charles Morton, V. 8.
provided, but the walls were left un about 1830. and in
organization,
the cells are more
fect
survey,
by
of
conducted
Wisconsin
retired, died at a Washington hospiI criticised a carpenter working
for pierced by any pane of glass. Hut onst rated that "al! the higher animals fixed, stable and adaptab! and are
of
commonwealths
are
lofH
cells."
In
poor
grew
tal after a brief Illness, of pneumonia. William H. Allen of New York.
soon
pale,
the
Inmates
and
me recently for using dull tools. He
therefore highly resistant This fact
"Kansas City Is In the league to excused himself by saying that he had a great languor fell upon them. They Virchow published his
He was 69 years old.
forms the basis for the action of the
on
stay;
In
will
work
pathology
be
no
changes
cellular
there
the
and
dem
President Wilson nominated Otto F.
been too busy to sharpen them. He fell sick, and one or two died- Then
on cancer.
"every
A.
circuit,"
that
declared
President
onstrated
presents
James
animal
Heine. Lahalna, Hawaii; Henry K.
had been working fur weeks with a It was that the committee decided to
Is no remedy known to mediThere
sum
of vital entities, every
Pinner, Walalua, Hawaii, and Hugh Gllmoro during a meeting of the Fed- lull saw and with a plane which had open windows In the walls. In came itself as a
eral League executive committee at iiotches In it, leaving ugly ridges on the healing Ikhi. and the human one of which manifests all the char cine that has a selective influence,
A. Nolan, Everett, Wash., as postChicago.
of life." All living crea there Is nothing that can be out Into
masters.
the boards he was planing. This man plants responded to It at once In re acteristics
tures,
trees, microbes or men these bodies of ours that wlil drive
whether
ruddy
vlved
A.
spirits,
twenty
T.
for
Junkln,
cheeks and re
Francis
persons In the
had probably wasted more time in
There are forty-fou- r
were
to
be
shown
single cells disease out and not touch healthy
United States with a net income of a years general couusel for the Atchi- wurklng with dull tools than It would stored health. Light is good, the or colonies of cells, either
and
all
cells were tissues. But, depending on tho state
Light
Is good, even for
& Santa Fe railroad, reson,
World
of
Topeka
the
year
more,
a
or
sharpen
to
accordhave
them
taken
several
dollars
million
shown to be composed of the same of the individual cell vitality, tissues
Chicago
eyes.
exin
who
those
signed
at
their
order,
he
shut
Christian
insay
compilation
complete
nothing
times, to
of
of the Inferior
ing to a
react differently to the samo Influmaterial, "protoplasm."
Herald.
come tax returns In the annual report plained, to devote more time to travel work be was turning out.
ence; hence tissues having marked
Every
Individual
begins
human
life
special
work.
to
and
In re are multitudes of people who
of the commissioner of internal reveas a single cell about a hundred and power of proliferation are necessarily
As to Kissing.
Six trained lions escaped from their never do good work because they
nue. The report shows 357,698 indicomposed of masses of these young or
The kings and high officials of Eu twentieth of an inch In diameter and
viduals have paid taxes aggregating cage on the .tag. of an East Eighty-sixt- never prepare for it, never put themcells and are of course vastrope, when they meet, always embrace m the brief period of forty weeks at "Juvenile"
street vuudevllle theater In New selves In a position to do good work
127,263,535.
average weight of approxl ly more susceptible to any Influence
sn
tains
kiss
bounding
no
Into
York,
other,
what
and
matter
audience,
each
the
and
they
sharpened
never
their tools;
John Callan O'Loughlln, an Amerimately seven pounds.
After birth than are the more fully formed and
can newspaper man who accompanied consisting principally of womeu and never trained themselves for It. and their relations have been In the past there ensues a period of growth stable "adult" cells which may often
may
be In tho Immediate future
they go through life botching their or
the Christmas ship Jason with gifts children, created a panic.
remain unchanged for years.
1b not a simple augmentation
This Is a kiss of respect. It may be Growth
.
Portland Is at present the highest lobs.
for children of the warring nations of
an
volume,
of
but
An "anarchist cell" finds a favoraalteration
In
form
Every youth should put himself in given on the lips, the cheek, the brow
Europe, has been decorated with the primary wheat market in the world.
and type.
ble location and proceeds to proliferIs
acnicely
adjusted,
or
and
beard
the
to
auperb
a
make
life
condition
bis
was
offered snd
grand cross of the Order of Francis For bluestem $1.2214
For Instance, If we compare the ate; that is to say, It multiplies by
Joseph, by the Austrian. Emperor, ac- refused, the holders demanding $1.26. success. He should prepare himself cording to the age and rank of the skeleton of a
child with that division, as all the somatio cells do,
congiver.
close
From
personal
this
cording to dispatches to' the embassy This Is for Immediate delivery. For to do the best work of which he is
tact It passes through many forms; of an adult, we discover vast differ and these young and weak cells form
capable.
May the asking price Is $1.30.
at Washington.
enees between the relative propor- what Is technically known as "JuveOne great reason why so many kissing the band, parts of the clothing
rSugene Zimmerman, former presi- people
tions of the dlBorent parts. Ths nile" tissue within the more stable,
The federal reserve board la an inIs and even the ground trodden upon,
of
botches
lives
their
make
dependent government body not un- dent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton iSjid because they didn't start right, they according to the Idea of respec. or child's head Is enormously larger than older, or "adult' tissue of the organ
der any department, according to an Dayton railroad and wealthy financier never learned their life trade. It fear Inspiring the one who performs that of the adult In proportion to Its In which the cancerous process Is tastature and the chest measure also king place. If now the "hard," very
opinion by Attorney General Gregory of Cincinnati, died suddenly from
not matter what n youth decides the act. Christian Herald.
Is markedly greater In the child
hemorrhage of the lungs. Zimmerman does
received by Secretary McAdoo.
penetrating rays of the
are
to do in life, he should endeavor to
These facts Imply the presence of turned upon this diseased area one
Secretary Redfleld began an Inquiry was the father of the duchuss of Man- be an expert In it, an artist Instead
Slighted.
some check, a balance wheel or of two things takes place either the
Into ocean transportation rates to de- chester.
"1 saw Blobson out this morning
A an srtlsan.
growth regulator. It Is easy to under short, sharp oscillations, which we
termine how far they have been ad
"The Initiative, the referendum and
Our Intelligence offices ere con- with his wife and her dog."
that anything that will throw have noted approximate moro than
vanced since July 1, 1914. His action the recall are a complete negation of stantly tilled with people, no matter
"Was he trailing behind his wife stand growth
regulation factors out of 800,000,000,000 per second, shake these
these
Is baaed upon a Senate resolution.
system
representstlve
established
the
how good the times, who have never and her dog?"
gear must produce grave results and weak "Juvenile" cells Into a healthful
"Why, no."
Pollution of the Great Lakes and by the Pilgrims and Puritans." de- Half learned to do any particular thing,
they destroy them as a
tributary rivers Is becoming a serious clared former President William H. sever learned any trade. The great
"I guess she wss making a conces- In the extraordinary Increase In the reaction, or
menace to health, according to the an- Taft in sn address at the annual din- majority of house servants do domes sion for the sake of appearancea That mortality from cancer we have Ute dog kUls a rat by shaking It, and ths
healthy sells are stimulated by the
results of such a disturbance
nual report of Surgeon General Ru- ner of the New England Society of
tie wk beosuee they never learned is his usual status at boms."
The power af human resístanos to' light
pert Blur i' the public health service
POREION.
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told a story and passed a packet of
papers over to the colonel.

CHUMS WITH SPY

Colonel

Ask

Question.

"The colonel asked him some
said Martin, "and then other
officers talked to him.
They all
seemed friendly euough. No one made
any fuss.
He answered some questions and some he didn't. By and by
he asked for a cigarette and the lieutenant who had me handed him one.
They bowed and smiled to each
other."
The other officers talked to each
other. Evidently they were not talking about the
The colonel
goatee.
sat pulling at his thumb-sizMartin's lieutenant took another of
Martin's cigars and complimented
looked
him on them. The
around the room for the first time.
Martin caught hi eye and grinned.
The
looked him in the eye
and turned "hway.
"Well,"
said Martin to himself,
"that's a dickens of a note."
The colonel took another cigarette
from his dwindling case. The officer
sat with their elbows on their knee
and looked silently at the
The colonel said something. The two
soldier saluted and turned on their
heels.
whipped hi
The
hand stiffly to his forehead, stood at
attention, and turned on his heel. The
officers relaxed somewhat and again
began talking. As the
went
out. he smiled In Martin's direction
not to him a queer, wistful sort of
que-tlons-

Kotered as

Moond-clai-

s

matter Saptetnbar
3, lyio, at the posmfSce at Cimarrón
N. M.. under the act of March j. 1870."

THE CIMARR

NEW YORKER HAS

COMPANY,

NARROW ESCAPE

ALB. E.

THE LEGISLATURE
The New Mexico legislature for 1915 will start the
legislative mill in motion on the 4th day of January next
to place laws on the statute books that will benefit the
masses, protect their property rights and their personal
liberties. That the coming session of the legislature will
be a strenuous one is by no means improbable, as the work
is of such a nature that any member can be easily confused. The work of politics should not be considered.
Messrs. Crampton, Taylor and Skidmore, who will
occupy their respective seats in the assembly, as the representatives of Colfax county, will do all in their power to
bring about sane legislation, nd they can be relied upon
to be trustworthy servants of the public and this county in
particular. The News was an ardent supporter of the
two last mentioned in the recent campaign and is on the
ground floor to lend them its assistance tor the next term.
of citizens and lawmakers that
It is through
the statute books will be graced with the desired legislation. Inform the lawmakers of the greatest needs while
in the assembly. They are human and subject to errors.
But they will be less apt to err when they know what is
wanted and expected of them. That's the secret of success

Correspondent Tells of Thrilling
Adventure Gotham Man
Had in France.
DIDN'T

KNOW

HIS

"FRIEND"

Saw Him Taken Out by the Troop
tha Volley of
and Than
Muaketry That Ended
Hla Life.

Hrd

Chicago
Herbert Corey, writing
to the Dally News from London, tell
the following remarkable story: Harry
Martin saw him flrgt In the Btreeta
He iays he couldn't be
of Amlena.
mistaken.
"You know me." said Martin. "I
haven't got enouKh French to get
through to 'polssons' on any table
d'hote bill. I spend more time In
France looking for some one who can
talk the language than 1 do in looking' at cathedraU."
BecauBe of the war all the regular
waiters have left the Hotel du Rhin.
The regular waiters talk English.
Martin saw a young man who didn't
look precisely like a Frenchman. So
he hailed him.
"He talked U. S," Bald Martin.
SAN
DIEOO
AT
MEXICO
NEW
"Regular New York. He told me that
Conservatively estimated it is safe to say that in round for four vpars he waited on table fn
old Martin place, at Twenty-sixtfigures the San Diego exposition will drain New Mexico to the
street. Knew a lot of the people I
million dollars in money, not includ- know by sight. Said he used to be
the amount of one-ha- lf
Jim rtrady's special waiter.
ing the money to lie spent while the exposition is in force Diamond
I don't know.
It's only what he told
by the people of this state who will be in attendance. This me." '
So the ex walter at Martin's interis a lot of money to spend for publicity, but it is not too preted
for the young New York man.
in time who In times of peace does a nice
much. New Mexico will be repaid thousand-fol- d
In French perfumes and
to come, but not without the expenditure of several times business
mustache stlffeners. Martin says that
million dol-lar- e If he had had good .sense he would
the amount. The state should expend one-ha- lf
quit Franco when the trouble
annually in bringing intelligent farmers here with have
flrst
Rut he had always had
started.
their families. ' Pay the transportation charges and see to a hankering for adventure that could
not be satisfied In the perfume trade.
d
it that they are. placed on land where they canifot be
So he began prospecting along the
line of hostilities, hoping to see some
of their possessions.
real fighting.
The San Diego exposition will be a powerful factor in "This
gave me a lot of
good dope." said Martin.
"He and I
advancing every industry in the state.
kicked around together for a day or
two. He said he was a Frenchman.
I don't know.
It's only what he told
NATIONAL
h

bur-combe-

PROHIBITION
The prohibition party should now rest

,"

'

NO.

per quart 70c

per quart 70c

"It sort of got me going for a minute," said Martin.
Through the open doors of the cottage they heard the staccato commands of a drill sergeant. A squad
shuffled quickly by. They heard the
cllckl-iof gunlocks.
Martin turned
to his lieutenant:
"Listen," said the lieutenant, holding up one hand.
The colonel and the other o'fflcers
were sitting quietly. In attitude of
attention. There was the report of
musketry. The sound of talk within
the room rose again. The colonel began to paw over his Innumerable report. The lieutenant spoke to him,
and came back to Martin with the
word that he must leave the country
at once. The lieutenant said It was
dangerous for him. The peasant
might not understand him. Martin
aid he would.
"But say," said he to his friend
the lieutenant, "what was this shooting Just now?"
"Did you not comprehend?" asked
the lieutenant. "It was a spy."
g
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per quart I1.00
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These inks are a guaranteed product, it flow
and is made for a high and dry climate.

freely, does not gum

"It's

All

Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved

Globe-Wernic-

ke

Sec-tion- al

Book Cases and Unifiles

smile.

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc.,

Carbons and Type-

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,

Up-to-da-

Standard

te

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods Notions, Hats, Hillinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
AND
PRICES
QUALITY
GUARANTEED

PARIS

Officer's Pocket IllusConfidence of the
German Army.

In

trates the

Matkin Supply Company

me."

Antwerp. The absolute confidence
Falls to Appear.
of the German army In its ability to
did not apthe
reach Paris Is Illustrated by the disthe Hobson amendment asking for nation wide prohibition One day
pear. The next day Martin moved covery In the pocket of a Prussian
in
of
to
congress
votes
did not have the required number
an. For three weeks he managed to officer who died in a Brussels hosget along, seeing a good many things. pital of a manuscript German-Frencenforce the measure, after an eight hour debate.
His papers were of the best quality. vocabularly, containing
following
Without going into the details of the prohibition ques- Thay had been secured for him by in the two languages: the
In
in the perfume line
Paris.
"Which is the way to the Place de
tion it is neeessary that the effects of nation wide prohibi- friends
"Then I was picked up by the l'Opera?"
tion are fully considered. It would cut off the principal French hussars," said Martin. "I "How far is it to the Moulin
mind. I bad been arrested bo Rouge?"
revenue of the United States more than $325,000,000. In- didn't
Dften that I felt sort of peevish tt- -I
"Is the Louvre open now?"
dustries would be stopped and hundreds of thousands of wasn't pinched occasionally. The "Give me three chickens, two botalways turned me loose. tles of champagne and three bottle of
men thrown out of employment. Lands on which barley Frenchmen
very old Burgundy."
They're a good sort."
is the only crop that can be raised, would be converted inMartin was taken into the best
of a little cottage near Amiens.
A WAR
LANDOR
MESSENGER
to barren wastes. Individuals would be deprived of their room
Tust outside was an orchard. The
rights. And other things of equal importance.
scent of the fruit rotting on the Ha Carried Belgian Note From AntA sentry In
filled the air.
werp to Bordeaux via German
Prohibition, either state or national, will not stop the ground
brilliant red pants stood at the door
Six Time.
Line
liquor traffic, any more than the abolition of redlight dis- of the cottage filling the immature
mind of the young son of the cottage
tricts eliminates prostitution. But another phase of the with marvelous tales of war. Martin Paris. The Paris edition of the New
York
prints an interview with
question is, that the American people are so inoculated will never forget the round eyes of HenryHerald
Savage Landor, the explorer. In
d
the youth as he gazed on the
which he say he has been acting' a
with the desire for clubs and societies that the offspring
hero. The perfume salesman a dlipatch
bearer between Antwerp
young
to
a
over
was
lieutenturned
are neglected or at least entrusted to the care of servants.
and Bordeaux for the Belgian govant, who spoke good English.
He says that he passed
Parental duties are avoided to give way to the lusts of evil "You'll have to wait until the ernment.
through the German lines six time
in lieu of rearing the boy or girl to be a noble citizen of colonel talks with you," said the lieu- without being detected. He alio went
1
"Hut do not fear
will through the siege of Antwerp and left
whom the nation can be proud. The people have brought tenant.
make it all Ight."
the city In the last automobile to get
Martin didn't fear. He didn't know out carrying with him some wounded
debauchery upon themselves and they must suffer the outthat there was any reason for fear. soldiers.
come. It cannot be accomplished by force or legislation.
There he was Martin, a salesman of
Irreproachable antecedents and he
SAVED BY AMERICAN FLAG
had btsen arrested so often that he repart
day's
garded
arrest
of
one
a
the
as
great ambition, that is to
Attorney Jerome has
He sat down and watched Mrs. Robert Hinckley and Daughter
prevent Harry K. Thaw from enjoying his liberty and it routine.
of Washington Have Exciting Exwith Interest what was going on.
perience in War Zone.
is questioned which one of the two is sane. At any rate,
French Officers Are Busy.
"Maybe there were a dozen French
Thaw should be turned loose since being humiliated.
New, York. Among the passengers
officers there," said he. "all smoking
Cigarettes and talking. I never did on board the Duca d'Abruxxl, which
so much talk. They all talked arrived here, were Mrs. Robert Hinckley
Washington, and her daughter,
It must be admitted that the New Mexico libel law hear
at once. Rut It looked as though they MissofGladys
were In
would put a crimp on some of the war news, should it be ere getting things done, at that. Sol- Carlsbad whenHinckley. They
hostilities began, and
come
in and report to the
would
diers
prostituted in London. That's one place where it would colonel and talk to all the other off- after that went to Vienna, where. Miss
Hlnokléy declared, It was necessary to
have a good effect during the European trouble.
icers. And all the other officers would wear an
flag and the Ameritalk to them. My and by they got can colorsAmerican
to keep from being Insulted
their orders and went out. I don't
The promulgators of government ownership are those know anything about soldiering, but I and even mobbed.
see that that little old cottage
whose sustenance is dependable on the government, and could
AN AIR
SCOUT
CHURCHILL
was being run right."
whose ambition is to receive a fatter pay check. An unaSo he and the
Martin had cigars.
lieutenant sat in a comer and smoked File Over Antwerp, Then Tell Offvoidable curse with new fangled ideas.
icers Position of Foe, Young Offthem. The lieutenant said he wasn't
icer Relate In Letter.
anxious to bring Martin to the attenEvidently the Czar will eat bis Christmas dinner in tion of the colonel until 'the clgani
London. W. L. Bee, son of the recgone. No one paid any attenPetrograd and not in Berlin as was officially announced by were
tion to them. There was no sugges- tor of Llandrymaire, Montgomeryshire,
tion of anything serious In the air. a young officer who wa attached to
press reports. Great men often change their minds.
The officers Joked and laughed to- the headquarters staff of marines at
Antwerp, ha written home saying that
gether.
from Winston Churchill, flrst lord of the adMilitarism in Germany has proven to the world that "All at once thlB
Martin's came in," said Martin. "A miralty, went up In an aeroplane and
the time to make hay is when the sun shines.
soldier bad him by each elbow. He flew over the city. He afterwards mosaluted the colonel. He had never tored to the officers and told them the
me that he had been a soldier." losltion of the enemies' forces.
Now is the opportune time to make the 1915 resolu- toldMartin
planned to hail him when
Plan to Take Teuton Holding.
tions and if needs be adopt those overlooked in 1914.
he got the chance. But an instinct
Berlin. Russia Is planning the
of caution restrained him. Evidently
expropriation of the property
was "In bad.'1 The offthis
Made in America does not appeal to Senator Hobson icers were regarding him silently. By of Germans and Austrtans, Who
In great number In the ii fronand by they began to talk again. Vint
whose amendment was defeated in congress Tuesday.
tin soldiers who held the ex waiter tier province.

in peace since
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Cimarron Transfer Co.
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Prop.
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Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and !ce
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.

LOSS TO REIMS

Phone 56

MATKIN

$200,000,000

Insurance

Companies
Estimate
Damage Caused to City by

SUPPLYCOM'Y

the

Undertakers

the German.

Tendon. The correspondent of the
Carry a full line of
Morning Post, who ha Jut returned
COFFJNSand
CASKETS
from Relm. telegraph
from Pari
that the Irururanco companies estimate
the damage to Reims at $200.000.000.
TELEPHONE 20
More than twelve hundred civilian
Cimarron, N. M.
were killed In the streets and house
during the month
bombardment.
About
of all the building
were destroyed
The mot levere
NOTICE.
damage wa In the beat portion of
Ail trespassing to the W. S. Pastura is
the city, where the finest and tnoit
historic buildings are located.
The Colfax county, wbether (or the purpoaa oi
cathedral I a ruin, rorty thousand hunting-- fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutof the city' population of a quarter ting fir wood, or (or any purpose whatsoof a million tlll remain, mostly living ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
one-fourt- h

,

In

cellar.

500,000 GERMANS ARE IDLE
Trad

Union
Report From Two to
Six Applicant for Every
Job.

-

Herne, Swltierland
Figure made
public by the German trade union
place the number of unemployed tn
Germany at 500,000.
The same

says that the average number

of applicant for every 100 place open
I
from 200 to 300 In Berlin, Brealau,

Hanover, Frankfort, Dusseldorf and
350 In Bremen and Ham-bur432 In Lc'rsic, S2S la Treadr.
while in nkie other Important cities
the average number of applicant for
every 100 job range from 160 to 300.

Straburg;

and ail trespassers will be prosecuted te
the full extent o( the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
(or W. ti. Land A Cattle Co.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
t

lu. ill explications, aa tb.tr cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There la
only one way to cure dsafneas. and that la
by constitutional remedies.
Deafness la
caused by an Inflamed condition of the tnu
SMS) lining of the Buatarhlan Tube
Whea
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbllna
eound or Imperfect heailns. and when It la
entirely closed, Deafneas fa the reautt. and
unieee tlie Inflammation ean bo taken out
and this tube rrstored to Its normal condl
tlon. hesrins will be deetroyed forever; nine
by Catarrh
which la aothlna but aneiaed
Inflamed condition
of the mucous surfeces
We will aiv One Hundred Dollars for any
eaae of Deafness (csuaed by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall a Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free
T J. CHINST A rn Tni
nki
wiw by Druajflsts,
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Fountain Pens

FOR

1.00 to 2.50
$1 to $
Safety Razors
2. so to .oo
Percolators
7 Piece Cake Sets
I. so
13 Pece Coffee Sets 2.ao
7 Piece Fruit Sets
1.50
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Dr. Locke gives you dentistry
and all of his
that is
work is fully guaranteed. His next
visit to Cimarron will be Jan. 3 to
I0. Office with Dr. Masten.
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I! Springer j Co. y Rocky Mcantain Supply needs a strong back. I am piad that I know
Co.. en el Candado de Colfax con la mira oí Doan's Kidtey Pills, as they can be de- W
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de yasa. pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o pended upon."
Price 30c. at all dealers. Don't simply A 1
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We have a complete stock of Xmas Ribbon, Holly
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"the stork of today and tomorrow
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Lonworth. has received a
letter from her husband, who 'Was at
one ttme a Freuch military atuche
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at Washington, and Is now an officer
of m art my company at the front.
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The De Charobrun chateau Is hear
has been going on for SU weeks, since
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The Countess de Charobrun.
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Husband of Cincinnati Girl Directs
Artillery In Dislodging Oer
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genuine Beacon blankets or a
Pair ot telt slippers made m
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a real wool garment, some- thing that will g.ve sarisfac- tory wear for two seasons or
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Tomorrow, (Christmas) will be
a quiet day in Cimarron iO far
activity in business circles is con- cerned. The merchants will have
their placet of business closed the
.
.
..
.
.
entire aty with the possible execs)- 0i a few hour. in the morning.
trouwill be conducted at the
me
Services
giving
were
kidneys
my back and
the full extent of the law.
ble. Nothing helped me until I used Doan's M. E. church and the Choir will
Signed. U S Springer.
Vice President. Kidney Pills. They took away the pains in render a number Qf selections dur- rny back and put me in good shape again.
the h0Ur 0f WOrsh,P- - The Mr'
who o.low railroading are often
Tho
AVISO
object to kidney ailments. The jolting of vices will start at II a. m.
work
' bd na on doin8
trespasar dentro del pasteo del Chas.
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E La Vegai Caneo Add The Praiie
All trespassing on the lands of Chas.
Co. and Rock, Mountain Sup-Springer
o ply Co. property in Colfax mnty, New Another link with our neighbaring town
Mexico, whether for the purpose of hunt- - of East Las Vegas is provided in the fol- '
f
lowi
bth,n- r,,eul and
in
:
M
Mr. H. C.
M tire wood, or any other purpose whatsoev- - a well known resident there.
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EverReady Elash Lights
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Scissors In Holiday Boxes
65c to 1.00
Carving Sets 3.00 to 4.50
Bird Sets
2.75
Manicure sets l.50&up
Jewel Cases
25c to 75c
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Por (Frimado)
WILLIAM FRENCH.
la Compnaia de Reces del W. S.
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The American people must practice thrift more than
.
.
ever before. Many items in the Furniture line ap- .
Peal tO thOSe WhO WOUld Spend their mOney WISely.
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Ideal Xmas
Gifts

El irnpaiar dentro del puteo del W. S.
"'Candado de Colfax con 1. mir, d
I! yaza.pezca. recoger fruta silveetre o cor- tat maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
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Berry Spoon
Cream Ladel
Sugar Shell
Child Set
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Set Knives and Forks y.SO
Set Table Spoons
3.75
I 75
Set Tea Spoons
Set Orange Spoons
,.50
Set Soup Spoons
4.a5
Set Bouillion Spoons 3.75
Set Salad Forks
3.85
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1847 Roger Bros.
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the place to buy good, sen- Christmas gifts. Don't throw your
money away by buying a lot of trivial things
that last onjy a day. Spend your money
or use
stfk tnat will please those who
receive them; last a long time and wear
well. When you buy goods at our store
yu nave the satisfaction of knowing that
e good goods and that the price is
no more than good goods are worth.
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Buy Sensible Presents
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Pain leaves almce
as if by magic when
ypo begin using O-UsnTZumtago. Go-l
Sciatica. Neuralgia
and kindred troubles.
n goe. right to the
spot, stop, the ache
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Tonight at the M. . church the
Christmas Chimney will be staged

io;f0,thech' dreno,
complete
for the occasion and everything ii
,n "adiness to surprise the yoUsf.
er generation.
Christmas pieces will be sPl knn,
and .ong. in commemoration oi the

bir,h

of

Chri,t

wiU

solos and chorus.
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Any drag- -
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CIMARRON NEWS.

WE COMES

borne on the breath of the new mown
fields, came the sound of distant
church bella, softly, musically, soothingly. Slipping from the wall, ha set
oat for the vtllare below tn the valley, where the road wound steeply

"Naw" aald the barber.
he couldn't have robbed It
possible, even If the thing
robbed, which It ean't be. I
here all the time."
"It's near the lookln' glass.

"I

It's
could

FOOTBALL

Im-

be

LATE

MARKET

was right

Harry D. Devltt of Chicago was
sleeted captain of
St Mary's
down.
Watermelon. "He went close to the (Kan.) football team.
QUOTATIONS
The village boasted but one barber counter to see himself, didn't he?"
Guy
Williamson,
atar
of
backfleld
shop, a quiet, tittle, dusty-whit- e
"Yea," admitted the barber slowly
Union Nw Brrvloa.
affair, leaning in timid humil- "He did look at himself for a long the Pitt team, has been elected cap- WeMarn Nwpnpr MARKETS.
DENVER
tain for the 1914 season.
ity against the protecting wall of the time."
a
only other public building In town,
"And Borne of the time your back
Csttle.
It'a a poor football player who
grocery and butcher shop was turned." added the Watermelon
fort, good to
In one. The church be'.ls had stopped "You were probably cleaning up or hasn't one friend amona; the experts Beef steers, corn
7.267.7S
choice
who
put
will
htm
on
an
for some time when the Watermelon looking for a whisk."
Beef steers, corn fed, fair to
team.
"Yea," admitted the barber again.
turned Into the wide empty street, and
6.75 7.18
good
' a a a
strolled carelessly up to the faded still more reluctantly. "But nobody
Beef steers, grassers, good to
More colleges adopted and played
red. white and blue pole of Wilton's can bust Into one of them rnsh regis7.007.66
choice
Tonsorlal Parlor. In Its 8undny calm ters, not without a noise that would tne open &tne in iwm than In any Beef steers, grassers, fair to
j.
oaaaa-rrfutjura
cojmCAT
ar
6.5007.00
other season In the history of the
good
the whole village seemed deserted. A be heard across the room."
6.6007.00
gridiron sport
Heifers, primo, corn fed
few of the bolder spirits who had outbet
"I'll
he
Waterdid,"
the
said
ripsatiny
slid
and
skin
his
muscles
CHAPTER I.
a
a
Cows and helfera, corn fed,
grown apron strings and not yet been melon. "Do you take me?"
pled
symmetry.
with
marvelous
6.2506.76
good to choice
Carleton college of Minnesota played
"But thoy can't bo busted." relter-ate- r
one'a bonnet strings,
fed,
Where James was strong, alow, heavy, snared In any away
The Beauty Contest.
six games this season and In 860 min- Cows and helfura, corn
had
and
church
from
the
remained
barber.
6.7506.26
fair to good
phlx on yer." said the he was quick, lithe, supple. Dissipa- foregathered In
"Yon have
"Then why
the seclusion of the
devil don't you bet?" utes of playing time ran up 376 points. Cows and heifers, grassera,
Watermelon, with rare candor, "that tion hud not left Its mark, and the barber shop. The Watermelon re- demanded the the
This
Is
point
a
a
little
a
better
than
5.7506.50
are
"You
Watermelon.
good to choice
would make a mangy pup unhappy " hard life of the "road" had so far garded them a moment through the bettln' on a
minute average, and on It Carleton Cows and heifers, graasers,
sure
thing."
permerely
made
him
an
fit,
in
athlete
Venua."
yer
"I suppose you think
5.0006.73
"Yes, go on. Don't be Beared," en- claims the Minnesota championship.
as he felt carelessly in his
fair to good
fect condition.
Ills features were window
sneered Jamea, a remark that he
grassers,
heifers,
pockets
never
and
were
Cows
for
couraged
that
the
gay
coins
youth
Joyful
Wilton's
in
clean-cut
narsymmetrical,
and
with a
himself was rather "classy."
8.7504.76
common to fair
cleaning up chorus.
mouth there. The barber wbb
The Watermelon sighed as one row, humorous,
4.2505.26
Foedlng cows
BASEBALL
talking
after
customer
and
his
last
The
barber
precious
his
for
started
7.0009.00
would over the Ignorance of a child. and eyes soft and gray and gentle, apparently aa much to himself as to register, but
Veal calves
the
Watermelon
reached
-the eye of a dreamer and an idler. any
4.5005.50
Bulls '.
No," aald he, "hardly."
i
one. Convinced of what he knew It first and laid his hand on It.
Muggsy McGraw Is already at work 3tagB
6.0006.60
James looked at the slight, graceful
"Don't let that blooraln' modeaty of
money,
no
so,
was
the
you
he
"Do
that
had
asked. "You for next season, and Ib on the Job day Feeders and Blockers, good
yera keep yer from telltn' the truth," youth, sprawled In the ahade of the Watermelon pushed open the door and have to saytake me?" ho yon
can count and night.
that before
6.6507.40
to choice
butternut tree, and grinned, dcubllng
adjured Jamea.
entered.
a a a
the change or the bets
8ny, Is that
Feeders and Blockers, fair
The Watermelon wared the possi- hie huge arms with slow, luxurious
6.0006.66
"Hello," said he.
the galoot?" he nodded
to good
suddenly
The Cincinnati Reds are banking on
bility aaide with airy grace. "With pleasure tn the mere physical action
"Hello," said the barber.
toward the window and all turned Olson, formerly with Cleveland, to Feeders and Blockers, comall due modest j, Jamea," said he, "I and watching the rhythmic rise and
6.0006.00
mon to fair
All the papers were lowered and all quickly. Instinctively, to look up the strengthen the infield.
fall of the great muacles.
claim to be a woman."
conversation stopped aa each man village street The Watermelon hasta
a
You
might
get
mug,"
honorable
mention
yer
on
hay
Hoga.
"Not with that
r
ily thrust a thin comb between the
turned and scanned the
President Lannln of the Boston Red Good bogs
agreed Mike, oaatlng a sleepy eye up- In one of theae county fairs for the with an Interest the Watermelon mod bell and the gong
7.0007.40
so
would
ring
it
not
worrying
3ox
days.
yoke
Isn't
Watheae
He
beat
of
haa
oxen,"
conthe
admitted
ward from where he lay In lazy
waa caused by some event aa he gently pressed the twenty-fiv- e
felt
estlr
signed
men
all
bis
season.
next
lay
eaae.
for
from
termelon
where he
at
Sheep.
tent In the long, sweet graasea under
entry. He sur cent key, registering another quarter,
a a
There ain't going to.be no show," other tht.n his own
...7.2508.25
.nm is
the butternut tree.
probably
been
James
mised
had
that
he
then
th
others,
Joined
pushing
Rock Island instead of Springfield, Ewes
...4.2504.76
"When I was a kid, I took a prise said Mike firmly. "Not If yer have there before him, and the next words and struggling to see the man who
...5.7506.50
and Davenport Instead of Ottumwa, Vearlings
In a beauty show," announced Jamea, to awipe the duds. I ain't going"
of the barber confirmed his surmise did not pass, and gated languidly over are
.. .5.2506.90
Jamea showed that he waa a true
the changes in the Three-- I league. Wethers
with pardonable pride. "I was three,
him their heads.
man
dapper
acanned
The
little
.. .6.60 0 7.50
F.P.R.
lambs,
a a
Feeder
of
ton
member
My
He
waved
bon
the
the
cusa.
I remember, a cute little
coldly, from the rakish tip of his
...3.5004.26
no one there,
i nere am-- t
ewea. F.P.R. .
ex
Feeder
George
E.
to
grace
other
Lennon,
owner
of
airy
you
silence
St.
the
the
It
with
hair was yellow and ma curled
...4.2506.00
nondescript cover- claimed the barber.
shabby
to
Breeding
hat
the
ewes
of
a
Paul
master
dismissing an Impudent ing of his
American association clnb, will
had a
know bow all fuzzy and
from force of
which
feet
out
passed
'He's
sight,"
of
said
the
little white dress on. It was a county servant "There is goln' to be a con- habit he called shoes, and spoke with Watermelon, making a feeble attempt retire from baseball, whether or not
Hay and Grain.
his club Is sold.
fair. I got the Orat prize for the best test for the Just reward of beauty darkly veiled sarcasm:
(F.O.B. Denver; Carload Price.)
to
up
see
waa
the
street
"He
almoat
lookln' kid and was mugged for the and yer goln' to be here, Mike, and
Hay.
"I suppose you are the guest from by as I saw him."
apera. If I waa shaved now and had be the Judge or y will have that red the hotel up to the lake?"
10.00011.60
Colo, upland, per ton
you
'Do
aa
me?"
take
he
asked,
PUGILISM
9.000 10.00
on some glad raga, I'd be a lady killer, headed block of yours knocked into
Nebraska upland
grinned. He recog- they returned to the counter and the
Watermelon
The
kindltn' wood."
11 right, all right."
Second bottom. Colo, and
nized James' favorite role. "No," aald subject of the cash register.
9.60
8.30
Mike was fat and
Nebraska
" 'Longslde of me." said the Waterand
Boxing is stopped In England and
cheerfully, "I'm John D., and me
'Aw, go on," urged Harry, who was
14.0016.0C
Timothy
dirty. His soul loathed trouble and he
melon, "you'd look like a blear-eyeno
1915
In
championship
will
be
held
1b
watting without."
car
a sport. "What are you afraid of?"
8.0
7.00
Alfalfa
longed for quiet with the ardor of an
on of a toad."
"A guest up to the hotel," repeated
'He couldn't have picked it" insist wlesa the war ahalts.
11.5012.54
South Park, choice
a
"You I Why, you'd make a balky elderly spinster. "No, I ain't," aald the barber, upon whom James had evi- ed the barber, whose faith In
9.0010.00
his reg
San Luis Valley
he, in a vain struggle for peace. "I dently
horse run, you would."
11.60
Leach Cross feels keenly his sec- Gunnison Valley
made a powerful impression. ister waa really sublime.
gain'
to
hang
ain't
until
here
around
bloomln'
"When me hair's cut, I'm a
8.6
3.26
"Sure he could. They are eaay to ond defeat at the hands of Gilbert Straw
"Just back from a two weeks' campyou
rags
come
swipe
blokes
the
and
Adonis, not Venus;" and the Watering and fishing trip "
guy who knows the ropes," declared Gallant He hopes for a third match,
a
copa
wld
yer."
de
after
a a a
Grain.
melon drew languidly at an old brown back
"I the Watermelon. "The drummer waa
"No," Bald the Watermelon.
'Sunday," aald the Watermelon, don't like fishing,
pine, warm and comfortable In the
Tom McCarty, related to the late Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs. ...1.67
baiting the hook la handing you a lot of hot air when he
1.36
pleaaant shade, where soft breezes from knowledge gained by past expe- such darned hard work."
aald they can't be picked. You don't Luther, Is making the boxing fans sit Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
1.513
wandered fitfully by, laden with the rience, "is the best time to swipe anyup and take notice in New York. Ho Oats, Idaho, sacked
back," went on the barber, want to be so eaay."
"Just
thing. No one is lookln' for trouble atilt quoting, his soul yet rankling
Oats, Nebraska, sacked
odors of the fields In June.
on his mental capacity waa has a wallop.
The
slur
Corn chop, sack
"Beauty," aald Jamea with charm- that day and so they don't find it. with the deceit of man. "Look like too much for the barber. HU vanity
a a
a
Corn, In sack
seeT"
ing naivete, "runa In my family."
D. J. Tortorick, a boxing promoter Bran, Colo., per ICO lbB
a tramp, probably "
in defense of his register where
rose
1.10
'Sure," agreed Jamea. "Every one's
"It went so fast In the beglnnln',
con
of
"Am one," grinned the Watermelon. bis faith had failed.
awarded
New Orleans, has
"I have some
then, yer family never had a chance feelin' warm and good and stuffed,
octag"And you thought you would get a brains," he snorted.
"I know the tracts for the construction of an
Flour.
to catch up," returned the Water- and when yer feel good yerself, you shave aa you passed through the vil- thing Is perfectly safe. Yes, I take onal shaped building to seat 10,000 Standard Colo., net . .
.2.66
melon.
"Well have a beauty ahow. won't believe any one la bad. You lage, wouldn't dare let your wife see you.
spectators, where he Intends to stage
yer
Is,
bow
It
know
Mike.
When
"
us
two."
Poultry.
Just
Dressed
you
He started to open the register, but
bouts.
(LesB 10 Commission.)
Inspired by the thought, he sat up feelin' comfortable, yer can't under
"Say," Interrupted the Watermelon, the Watermelon objected. "Here," he
why
we
dry picked.. 19
devil
fancy
Turkeys,
comfortstand
the
ain't
eyea
to explain, and Mike opened hia
wearily, "what are you giving us? Did cried, "let Harry do it I'm not want
17
16
Turkeys, old toms
long enough to look each over with able."
anyone bunko you out of a shave with ing to be bunkoed out of me
HORSE RACING
16
13
Turkeys, choice
"Well, why the devil ain't yer!" de
alow scornful derision and a mocking
lingo?"
ratthat
lucre." And be lovingly
18
12
Hens, large
manded Mike. "1 ain't takin' all the
grunt.
"Yea," snapped the barber. "About tled the keys In his pockets.
8
Sheepshead Bay race Hens, small
The
famous
Jamea fondled the short stiff hair shade or all the earth, am IT Lie an hour ago a feller blew in here and
"How much haa been registered?" course
20
18
has been sold and will be BroilérB
on his cheeks and chin and waited down and be quiet. What do yer want said all that He talked well and I asked the Watermelon.
1
13
Springs
victory
A
a
motordrome.
henceforth
beauty
show
a
for?"
tor developments.
14
13
Harry drew forth the strip of pa- (or King Gasoline.
shaved htm, and then he found he
Ducks
stow
"Aw,
snapped
It!"
the
Water
14
13
The Watermelon went on. "We will
Qeese
hadn't any money In his old clothes per and after a few momenta of mena a a
melon.
8
7
meet this afternoon, here, see? Shavod
Roosters
but he would Bend it right down
tal agony, confused by the different
I,
Direct,
beat
Directum
stow
Flower
"Yes, I'll
that
It alt right when oh, yes the moment he got to the ho- results each obtained as all peered
and with decent duds on. And Mike
1b
to
said
Live Poultry.
we're all sent to the Jug. I tell yer tel. It ain't come and Harry, there, eagerly over his shoulder, he finally at the blue ribbon meeting,
can pick the winner."
(Less 10 Commission.)
He can't tell a sick cat I ain't fit to work. The last time I saya there ain't no one up to the arrived at the correct answer, three be in fine shape and will be there
"Mike!
11
IS
Hens, fancy
got pinched, I pretty near croaked. hotel like that. Harry's the porter." dollars and sixty cents. It waa Sun- when tbe bell rings In 1916.
from a well one."
8 0 9
Hens,
small
a
a
a
I
to
work."
made
wasn't
enough
He
right.
all
knows
"That's
"Sure," said Harry importantly. "I day and shaving day for the male
17 018
Broilers
'We ain't going to get pinched," passed the feller aa I waa coming quarter of the population.
Eleven San Francisco yoarllnga av- SpringB
to tell the best lookln' one between
U 012
"You
more
over
make
talk
yon and me. A blind mug could do said James.
eraged $416.50 at the New York sale. Roosters
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
down and there ain't any one like aim
6 0 7
"
two suits of clothes
The horse Is a popular aire In these Turkeys, 10 lb. or over
that."
to the hotel."
16
15
It ain't the clothes. It's the
.
You Don't Yawn When Sleepy.
days, but nothing to what he might Ducks
12
11
The Watermelon laughed heartily.
"But"
yawn Is have been had he been given a good Geese
12
A good, wide,
11
"We haven't anyone else, you mutt fool notion of swipln' 'em and then
a splendid thing for the whole body, chance when he was racing.
We can't have too much publicity in comln' right back here, and not mak-l"
Egos.
no
says a hyglenlst A yawn 1b nature's
this show. I dislike publicity anyway.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
Is more than
'This hang-ou- t
four
demand for rest. Some people think
at any time, and especially when I
31
O. B. Denver
they yawn only because they ara
BILLIARDS
have on clothes, borrowed, as you miles from the burg, you galoot."
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
"No one
sleepy. But thla Is not so. You yawn
might say, for the occaalon.
If the sneered the Watermelon.
18
O. B. Denver
gang was here, we could take a vote would think of coppln' us here. They'll
because you are tired. You may be
Eggs, rase count, lesa comGeorge F. Slosson, the veteran
aleepy also, but that Is not the real
but seeln' that they ain't, we got to go to the next town, or else watch
7.758.SS
mission
haa challenged Willie Hoppe
the railroads "
You are
cause of your yawning.
do with what we got."
for the 18.2 balk Une championship,
they
you
you
might"
"But
sleepy
are
tired,
up
because
and
coat
Is
so
goln
llvln
of
The
Butter.
a a a
"Might what? Might be bloomln
yawn because you are tired. When32
Elgin, unchanged
these days, it s gettln hard even to
Urn
challenge
for
Slosson
of
The
you."
like
fools
you
yawn.
yawning.
Colo., lb. .33 034
feel
ex.
ever
like
Creameries,
Just
batter a handout," groaned Mike
"Whers are you goln' to be shaved?"
Don't try to suppress It. And, if you 18.2 championship brings to mind the Creameries, ex. East, lb. .33 034
whose Idea of true beauty consisted
28
"In the barber shop," said James
are where you can stretch at the presence of Cassignol in New York Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
of H full stomach and a shady place
28
same time that you yawn, Just stretch The Frenchman is regarded aa prob- Process
to sleep on a long quiet Sunday after mildly. "You probably favor a
21 y
but peraonally I prefer a barrnd yawn. This Is nature's way of ably the finest billiard player In the Packing stock
noon. "I ain't goln' to get every place
Hoppe,
while
world
and
he
here
after
yawned
He
and
relaxing
stretched
stretching
ber."
the
and
muscles
on
public
me.
any
gets
If
the
soured
Fruit.
Indeed, If you are very tired but do should challenge Hoppe at both 18.1
more stingy, I'll have to give up de "Well, I'm off before church time, or
AppleB, Colo., box
7501.50
sport.
good
18.2
the
,be
for
the
of
Rememwill
closed.
and
the
nothyawning,
not
like
barbers
feel
there
is
turf for a llvln', that's all. To throw
Colo
1.2502.00
Pears,
you
Mike,
afternoon,
will
this
ing
so
rest
ber,
quickly
between
else that
a gag will be harder den hod carry In
chair,
as to sit on a straight-backe"We ain't goln' to hurt the burg four and five."
Vegetables.
AQUATIC
He pulled his clothes into place, adand. lifting the feet from the floor,
80
15
Celery, doz.. Colo
none," said James.
push them out In front of you as far
1.0001.26
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
He rose languidly and stretched justed his hat at the most becoming
1.2501.76
as possible, atretchlng the arms, put"You be here this afternoou, Mike angle and started up the narrow
The Yacht Defiance, the America's anions, Colo., cwt
901.16
ting the head back, opening the cup defender, had been purchased by Potatoes. Colo
about three, see, or ru knock yer woodland path, whistling gaily through
wide,
mouth
and making yourself
block off. It's a nice quiet hangout hia teeth. As he disappeared among
to
syndicate,
Boston
which
Intends
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
yawn. Those tense nerves will relax, preparo
sound of church
ahd far enough from the village to be the trees, the far-offor a race next season.
the contracted muscles will stretch
safe. I'm goln' to get a shave and bells stole to them on the quiet of
a
Lead and Spelter.
and tbe whole body will be rested.
borrow some duds from the bloomln' the Sabbath morning.
Lead $3.7503.85. Loo
Reduction of the Poughkeepalc
New York
hoatelry up yonder to do honor to de
In Perfect Contentment With the
19.
course from four to three miles Is pro- ion,
Half
Work.
Done
, CHAPTER II.
occasion." He knocked the ashes
London,
World and Himself.
27
85.6565.75.
There Is an old story of a mlsei posed by Cornell, and the Pennsy and 12hSpelter
from his pipe and slipped It Into bis
Cd.
Columbia crews may agree.
great
A
unhis
you
who
treasure
had
Shave.
hidden
Close
Bunkoed
for
bobo,
"A
eh?
fair
you
get
don't
pocket, "if
the clothes
$3.67 14 3.70.
Lead
St. Louis.
The Watermelon climbed the stone You fellers oughtn't to be so dog der a targe bowlder The secret was
I
Spelter S.r..65ñ5.60.
aud de shave, Watermilllon, you'll be
by
two
a
paused
moment
blacksmiths
get
easy.
to
wise,
goned
wall
discovered
each
view
wise!"
and
Get
counted down and out, see?"
TENNIS
Chicago Grain and Provisions.
"We are wise now," Bald the barber of whom determined to secure the
his surroundings. The road wound up
,
"Sure," agreed the Watermelon
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $1.18
He lay at length on the ground be- the hill from the village neatllng at ruefully, and added sternly, "If you wealth, and set about preparing crow
No. 2 hard, $1.1901.20.
The United Statea Lawn Tennla as- W 1.2(1',neath the butternut tree and James its foot and dipped again out of slgbt wunt a shave, you've got to show your bars to pry up tbe rock. Tbe one waa
Corn No. 2 yellow. 64G6c; No.
in such haste that ho did his ,work sociation has decided to recognise
paused a moment to run his eye crltl farther on. On all side were the money first"
"Sure I want a share," said the carelessly and thoiigb he was first on prowess upon the courts by issuing 3 yellow. N.: 3 uVAc.
cully over him. (rom bis lean face hills, falling rocky pasture lands, riswhite, 4849Ho;
Oats
or
woods,
ing
now
to
orchards
and
Watermelon,
and carelessly rattled t the spot bis poor tool snapped, and geld medaki to every player who held standard,
growth of beard
with Its
49Vi04c.
accomplish
purpose.
hia
house.
not
It
in
a
waa
could
sumhe
pocket
farm
bis
keys
then
carried
old
few
and
be
a
championship.
national
to his ragged, clumsy shoes. James
Rye No. 2, $1.00c.
They Jingled with the clink of loose While he haatened back to his shop
mlled grimly and drew himself up to mer, glad, mad. riotous summer.
Barley -- C0(?r 70c.
waa
damage
a
to
vagabond
pleasing
were
the
repair
In
the
Watermelon
If
ear
to
The
second
the
coins and
Timothy $4.50 0 6.26.
his full hjlght with Just pride. He
long,
more
ready
to
every
"1
caremade
who
graceful
fiber
bad
of his
the touch.
came smith,
self not so mucb
Clover $12.50 0 14.60.
was sis feet two In shoe that might
MISCELLANEOUS
bar and
Pork $16.50.
a well have been atocklnga for all The open places, the sweep of (he here for a shave, but I bay (or what fully, came with his strong Half-done
RlbB
$9.2,', 10.11.
they added to his height Hia shoal wind, the call of the birds, the rise I want, see? Say, I'll bet that feller carried off tbe treaaure.
tnterscholas-UThe
American
annual
he work defeata Its own ends, and the
dera were broad and muscular wllb and rail of the hills, hiding the fnscl busted your cash register," ai-waa
by
run
won
found unconacloua
nodded pleasantly toward the new, success tor wblcb one ta not ready la
Omaha Live Stock Quotation.
the gentle play of great musr4- -i in natlng "beyond,"
Mercersburg academy, which scored
nature. Aa a cap- shiny receiver of customs on the shelf not ready for him
Heavy, $6.86
South Omaha. Hog
Hia neck, dough harmony with h
perfect condition.
48 points.
Central high school ol
pigs, $5.76
7.05 light. $6.9507.10;
abort, waa well shaped and sinewy tive animal, given a chance for free- near the looking glaas.
Philadelphia waa second with 47 6.75; bulk, $6.9007.00.
Laura's Answer.
Tbe remark brought an agreeable
not the abort thick neck of a prize- dom, makea for the nearest timber;
Cattle Native steers, $6.6009.76;
Laura, aged four, was aaked fey a points, and the high school of Newfighter or a bull. Hia hipa were nar as a cat, in a strange neighborhood, thrill of excited expectation to all save
cows and helfera, $.5007.25; western
ark, N, J., third with 62.
makes for the old, familiar attic, so the barber He shook his head with visitor what nationality she waa.
row and his limbs long and straight
steers, $6.0008.00; Texas steers, $5.76
a a
"I'm an American," she replied, "the
Beneath hia open shirt one sw bis the Watermelon sought the country, boundleaa faith In bla new possession.
7.15; cows and heifers, $6.00 0 6.50;
my
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half-milbought
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but
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that
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freedom
as
and
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"I
and
and
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same
chamthe
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the
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huge
and
chest.
bronze throat
calves. $7.0009.00.
"
waa
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a
man
be
can
man
a
not
and
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thief
up
French
where
la
laying
pion,
been
for
trouble
genus
has
homo.
splendid apecUnnn of the
Sheep Yerllpgs, $7.007.66; wethproof."
"And what la your baby brother, an athletic association which adver- ers, $6.0006.60; lambs. $8.0008.75.
for all the raga and tattera that servad a manikin.
yoa want to bet?" asked the then?" queried the visitor. Just to see tised that the crack distanco man
a
"Do
paused
moment,
perfect
in
Ha
aa clothes.
world and him- Watermelon. "All there Is In the reg- what the answer would be.
Cotton Futuraa.
would compete at their games. Baker
The Watermelon waa a bit shorter contentment upwith thevalley,
over th ister, huh? Even money," and ha)
the
self, while
It came: "I don t know
York.
December,
New
Cotton
denies the entry and the association
with narrower shoulders, but
sua-wahiña,
r
yet."
keys
to
Jingled
pocket
enough
la his
the
talk
through the
mad air,
ain't bbj
7.06; January, $7.26; March, $7.46;
will have to argue with the A. A. U.
slim, graceful, ajfcd unator hia
May, $7.76; July $7.81; October. $8.08.
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k grandfather, did not give up S50
t'H'-lfor the privilege ot spending
New Year's eve In crowded restaur
ants. Neither did they, at the stroke
of twelve, put on cap of colored
paper, ring cow bella, and throw con- ettl at itrangera. Tet we, who rldl- ule their traditions and superstitions,
can And, It seems, no more satisfac
tory way In which to speed the old
year and welcome the new.
4
Perhaps we might profitably follow
their example. Certainly their way of waiting for
the new year at home, or at the home ot their
friends, with games and songs and domestic cheer,
was less expensive than our way. Also It Is a
matter for regret that the pleasant customs of
paying New Year's calls and of giving New Year's
presents has disappeared. All the ritual of the day
to gone; even the newsboy brings only a prosaic
calendar nowadays, Instead of the elaborate poetic
address which in years gone by set forth his
claims op the world's generosity. And New Year's
resolutions exist chiefly In the Imagination of humorous writers.
Now, It Is true that the apparenUy harmless
customs of paying calls and giving presents on
New Year's day were not regarded with favor by
all critics of morals and manners. Early In the
eighteenth century Henry Bourne, II. A., "curate of
the parochial chapel of All Saints'. In Newcastle
upon Tyne." wrote "Antlquitates vulgares, or
the antiquities of the common people, giving an
account of their opinions and ceremonies, with
proper reflections upon each of them; shewing
which may be retained and which ought to be
laid aside."
And he felt that he must be very
careful indeed with his discussion of New Year's
calls and gifts. He approved of them. In moderation; but he wanted to be on the safe side.
"As the vulgar are always very careful to end
the old year well," he wrote, (pointing his satire
by means of italics,) "so they are also careful of
beginning well the new one. As they end the
former with a hearty com potation, so they begin the latter with the sending of presents, which
are termed New Year's gifts to their friends and
acquaintances: the original of both which customs Is superstitious and sinful; and was observed
that the succeeding year might be prosperous
i
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"Distinctively Individual"

to the poor
ondition of winter wheat on Dec. 1
he Department of Agriculture', estílate, based on condition figures o(
traduction next year, la only 680,000,100 bushels, although the area sowu
his fall, 41.263,000 acres, Is the great- st ever planted In the United States.
The poor condition Is due principal-to a very dry fall, which caused the
.rowing crop to get a poor start and
o the Hessian fly, scattering reports
,f which have been received from
virions localities from Maryland to
JUalioiua.
The bureau of crop estimates, In Interpreting the condition report., issued this statement:
"The condition of the winter wheat
crop on Dec. l Is estimated at 88.3 per
cent of a normul crop, which compares
with 97.2 per cent a year ago. In the
past ten years, the condition on Dec.
has averaged 90 .3 per cent and the
outturn of the crops has averaged
about 14.4 bUBhels per acre on the
planted area.
In the same proportion fie condition of 88.3 would forecast a yield of
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS
nbout 14.08 bUBhels, which, on the j
storage
e ti mated acreage planted,
amounts CHEAP INSURANCE RATEA
LIBERAL LOANS MADE WRITE US
to $580,000,000 bushels.
"The production In 1914 was estimated at 675 623,000 bushels (b- - far 118 W. SOUTH WATER ST., CHICAGO
the largest amount ever produced In
MM year) and In the preceding five
HOWARD E. BURTON A8chU.8tni
years an average onnual production of
Specimen price: Gold, Silver, Lead, fl ;Oo14,
Silver, 75e; Gold.ÜOp ; Zinc or Cupper, $1 Mailing
141,000,006 bushels.
tMiVeitipeti aud full prieellsl nent on application.
quantity
of
forecasting
this
"In
Lead vllle. Colo. Kef. Carbonate Nal. lir.uk.
bushels, It should be considprobK. Coleman
Wntton
ered as the amount of which the
ltn-n- t
I'
ami twnka IfM.
ability Is equal that the outturn will PATENTS
BeKtcrrloaa,
nigheat
reference.
reaaontble.
Ratea
be either above or below It. The crop
will be larger or smaller than this
amount, according as the changes In
Walking Graveyards.
Some of the Indian princea have
conditions from now to harvest are
better or worse than average chancea." Slven over two million dollars apiece
Rye was sown this rail on 2.S51.000
to Britain for the war. Beside such
acres, an Increase of 78,000 acres over gifts, the gifts of London business
the revised estimated area sown last millionaires seem small.
fall. The condition of rye on Dec. 1
"In fact," said James Douglas, In an
WSJ 93.6 per cent of a normal, against Interview, "in fact, the gifts ot the
95.3 per cent last year, 93.5 In 1912.
nlzam of Hyderabad and the maharay
r
average.
and 93 the
Jah ot Mysore and the gaekwar of Bay
The acreage and condition on Dec. roda give our English Merchant
of winter wheat and rye by prlncl princes, who owe England so much
,al states follow:
more, a look ot avarice; and you
know the definition ot avarice.
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7. BROOM CORN

I

and successful."
He calls many writers to witness the antiquity
if these customs, quoting from Bishop Stllllngfleet,
Claus Wornilus, Schcffer, "Snorro Sturleson." and
"the poet Naogeorgus." Then he writes: "And no
doubt, those Christians were highly worthy of
censure, who Imagined, ns the heathens did, that
the sending of a present then was In any way
lucky, and an omen of the success of the following
year. For this was the very thing that made several holy men. and some general councils, take
notice of, and forbid any such custom ; because the
observance of It, out of any such design and view,
was superstitious and sinful, we are told. In a
place of St. Austin, the observation of the calends
of January Is forbid, the songs which were wont
to be sung on that day. the feastings. and the
presents which were then sent as a token and
omen of a good year. But to send a present at
that time, out of esteem, or gratitude, or charity.
Is no where forbid
"On the contrary, It is praiseworthy. For the
the
ancient fathers did vehemently inveigh against
observations of the calends of January: yet It
was not because of those presents and tokens of
mutual affection and love that passed; but because
because
the day Itself was dedicated to idols, and they
obof some prophane rites and ceremonies
served In solemnizing It.
"If then send a New Year's gift to mymyfriend.
beneto
It shall be a token of my friendship: If to
the poor
If
factor a token of my gratitude; forgot)
It shall
(which at this time muBt never be
Joy. and give
sing
for
hearts
their
make
to
be
gifts.
praise and adoration to the giver of all good
Year!"
New
"Happy
say
At any rate, we still
any special sigwhether or not the words have
Bourne
nificance to us. In the time of the learned
regarded this phrase with
who
those
were
there
old custom
deep suspicion. He writes. "Another
of a good New Y ear
wishing
the
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tther when a New Year's gifth to
Now, the
when friends meet.
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the
appears
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custom Is heathenish,
aw h
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It
and
year,
good
a
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there-?ore- .
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another custom observed at this time, which to
called among us mumming; which to a changing
of clothes between men and women; who when
dressed In each others' habit, go from one neighbor's house to another, and make merry with
them In disguise, by dancing and singing, and
such like merriments.
It were to be
wished this custom which to still so common
among us at this sea.cn of the year were laid
aside; as It Is directly opposite to the word of
God."
It I. possible that "mumming" Is related in
some way to the performance which marked "Hogmanay" in England and Scotland. "Hogmanay"
was the last day of the year. Some scholars think
the word comes from the Greek "agía mene."
t"holy month"); others from the Saxon "hallg
monath," which has the same meaning; still others
from the French phrase "Au gui menez" ("to the
mistletoe go!") which mummers anciently cried
In France at Christmas, or from "Au gueux
menez," ("Bring to the beggars!"). Whatever the
origin of the word may be, Hogmanay was the
time for much amateur begging.
The children went from house to house, singing
such song, as:
to

"Hogmanay, trollolay.
Give us of your white bread.
But none of your grey,
Hogmena, Hograena,
Give us cake and cheese, and let us go

away."

As they sang they collected what they called
their "farl." oaten cake and cheese. From this
developed the "letting In" of the new year. Parties of men and boys went through the town. They
stopped at the front door of every house and aang
until they were admitted. Then they received a
.mall gift of money, went through the house and
left by the bnck door. That a man should be the
first visitor of the year was a general belief In
the British Isle, for centurlea, nor to it yet ex-

tinct.

Scotland and England. The first visitor to a
house on New Year's morning had the privilege of
kissing the person that opened the door. Perhaps
there Is a reminiscence of ancient fire worship In
the Shropshire custom of stirring the fire on New
Year's morning before uttering a word.
Although there are few house, where New
Year's day Is observed with its oldtlme hospitality, the day Is not wholly divorced from the
thought of good things to eat. The ridiculous New
Year's eve dinners In the Broadway restaurants
have no special significance, but there are certain
dishes Inseparably associated with the day.
One of these Is roast goose, which to perhaps
But even
moro liked In England than America.
more characteristic are those admirable little
cake, which come from Germany, and which are
Imported in tin boxes. German cooks have made
them for centuries, have lavished their time and
energy on new design, and new flavor., and the
result 1. a cake so excellent that It must always
be the special delight of the New Year feast This
point of ritual, surely, must be left us.
So excellent Is the German New Year's cake
that It cannot be used for a charm, like the New
Year's eve cake of Ireland. For this was thrown
against the wall and broken Into pieces. The first
fragment to touch the ground was eagerly sought,
for he who ate it was sure of a year's happiness.
There was much pleasure In the baking of the
cake. It was placed on a gridiron before the open
fire, and Incantations were sung to secure the success of the charm.
In

THE CALL OF THE NEW YEAR
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A Christian mau sat In the Master's presence
thinking of the coming of the new year. It was Keepa 8ecret of Mrs. Little's Birth
Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. J. Jeffersot
a good but solemn thing to do. The man's
thoughts In that presence ran thus: "Seeing him on advice of counsel declined to tale
am sure that every year Is 'the year of our when nuked If she was tho mother ol
Lord.'
It ought to be 'begun, continued and Mrs. Alma Little, wife of a Detroil
ended In him.' He will be with me all the- days. druggist now suing her for divorce or
the charge that she Is of negro ex
My days must be in his hands." The Christian
traction, although she claims to huv
man continued his meditation always in his presence, "What sort of man ought I to be, this year Ihmmi born of whltf parents In Denver
and all years?" The answer came out of an old "l will not discuss tho case nt nil,'
word which had new meaning. In hi. presence: said Mrs. Jefferson. "I will only sn
"Complete In him." Again he asked "What kind I am sorry slip met Arthur Little, Il
of work ought I to do thi. year and all years?" Is not worthy of her." Asked point
The centuries fade away and he seem, to hear hlunl If she hersoir wns of negrc
aaln: "Whatsoever he salth unto you do It." He lilooo. Mrs. Jefferson refused to an
asked again: "Where shall I go to be his man and swer. sh. g very dork skinned.
1

-
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"
ha.
the ceremony of
almost entirely died out. but In some of the remoter part, of that country It to pleasantly reAt the approach of 12 on New Year's
membered
eve a "hot pint" was prepared. This was a kettle
of warm spiced or sweetened ale. witha liberal
Infusion of spirits. When the clock struck, every
member of the fnmlly drank to the new year.
Then the elders ol the Family went out Into the
street, carrying ths kettle of aplced ale and a
supply of buns, cakos. btead, and cheese. When
they met a party of friends similarly engaged,
they stopped to exchango greetings and sips of
ale They went to the house, of their neighbors,
sent the kettle from friend to ffte.ud, and spent
the hour, before dawn In sociability and good
cheer If they were the first to enter a house after
and retwelve o'clock they were the "first-foot- "

In Scotland

"first-footing-

ceived especial favor.
parties were made
In England, the
up generally of the poor boy. of the village, who
1" decorated with ribbons,
carried a "wassail-boand received In return for their proffered drinks
and good wishes, cakes and cups of ale But In
Scotland as recently as 100 years ago
was a democratic social Institution. In which few
were too proud to share. The principal streets
of Edinburgh. It to said, were more crowded between twelve and one on New Year's day morning
than at noon on business days
A simple ceremony, not yet obsolete, cousiated
In unbarring the front door as the clock struck
twelve, to let the old year out and the .new year
In. In the Island of Guernsey the children paraded
the street, carrying the effigy of a man., emble
malic of the dying year. This they burled at
midnight on the seashore, with elaborate ritual
At Burghhead In Morayshire, they kept New
Year', eve by "Burning the clavle." They made
huge plies of herring barrels, and set fire to them
with peat. The burning ember, they carried home
to their houses as a protection against whatever
evils the year might bring.
On New Year's day the Scotch of bygone generations believed no fire should go out of the
house. If It were given, misfortune might be pre
seated by throwing burning peat Into a tub of
water.
There to something suggestive of the Kusslan
"
custom once popular
Baiter In one
first-footin-

first-footin-

"flrst-footlng-

The Peeling Kind.
"Mamma," said a little boy, "the
place where I got stung last Sunday
down at Uncle Jim'B Is all peeling
off."
llrother Bruce took a look at the
Injury.
"That's so," he grinned, "I guess
you must havo been stung by a husk-lu- g
bee."

do his work?"
Once more old words leap Into
new times: "To your household, to your neighbor,
and to all the world." "How can I do all this?"
"The entrance of his word glveth light," therefore
give yourself to Bible study; "not by might nor
by power but by my Spirit, salth the Lord of
hosts." therefore give yourself to prayer; "I can
do all things through Christ," therefore give yourself to work; "In all thing, be .hall have the preeminence." therefore give yourself to him. And
the man arose from the meditation to nuke the
new year and all year., years of the Lo-J- .
And
the Ma.ter arose and went with the mar
'hop
Mellow ell.

NEVER

MARRIED

WOMAN.

Wife Given Alimony
Divorce Suit to Qo On.
Montrrs Colo. A new sensation
struck the town when Krnnk Plat., In
his newer to hla wlfc'.i üivorce suit
In which she names Julia Lechmere. a
nkce living with them, declared thai
he hi'd nover married the woman .u
Mrs. Piatt ad
laH him for a divorce.
inl'tcd It. saying Piatt told her acere
many was unnecessary after her first
Cornmcn-La-

'

or

.

t

When a woman discovers a silver
strand among the gold she always
says It Is premature but she think.
it's a shame.
WTtX TKLI. TOO
VMK OWNK).'DBl'tKlIST
K.uie.ly for It.sl Wesk. Wsterj

Try Murine

Jruulled
Rt vouifort. Write for Book of the ijl
tintmail
free. Murine Kre Hewed Co.. Uhlcaao.
ami

K

.1

No HmsrtlDi

You never believe a man when ha
Untters you, but you like to hear it
Just the same.
Ten amilea fnr a nickel. Always buy Red
('loss lias Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.

The more we talk the more people
we tire.

because

Many a man I.
ho is not particular.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

hmbend deserted her. District Judge
lllurk ruled that a common-lamar
Julia Ward Howe was no believer In New Year's rlago existed and allowed the suit tc
Cut out cathartira and purgative. They an
resolutions "We should make and keen good continue, giving Mrs. Piatt $30 a Drutal, narin.uniieccaaary. iiu
resolutions all the year round," the celebrated month temporary alimony and attor CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
author once said in Boston. "1 am no great be- oeys' fees and court costB.
I'urt-lvegrt.tblr. Act
liever in New Year's vows, for, although they are
M P A fl T C n'cT
Piatt iu hla answer chargos Jee1
nvcr,
UHn I Lfwl
splendid things, they really don't amount to much ousy In respect to the girl for whom
4mffHITTLE
more than Ullver Wendell Holmes' tobacco reso- he provided a home. He says that In
i
rxx-jmulution.
does not possess the tlO.ikjO estate he
'
"Mr. Holmes, with effected gravity, said to a Is tuppoed to have, but la worth only
friend on the first day of the year: 'I really must 2,)00.
u4 leei(etlliB, at million! kit.
Kb
not smoke so persistently ; I must turn over a
SMALL PILI. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PR1CX.
Cottages for Tubarcular Mothers.
new leaf a tobacco leaf and have a cigar only
Deuver. Thoughtful f ir tho oom- - '
Genuine must bear Signature
after each' here be paused as if to say 'meal.'
torts ot persons afflicted with tuber
but he continued 'after each cigar.'"
culosls, of which he hlmselt died.
Frank Craig has bequeathed three
A CASUAL OBSERVATION.
cottages at Craig colony to the Colou no mor. nlretury
rado Mothers' Congress. The Moth
TYPHOID thin Smallpox.
"We are living In an age of exceptional cul- ers' Congress will meet December 28
tfft- ture." aald the woman with angular features.
to consider whether II will be possicaer, aat aaiatlataaMt, at SSUS VcctotOtav
St Ytcc lotted NOW tar roar akriiclta. roa tnt
"Mebbe we are," Mid Farmer Comtossel. "But ble for it to assume control of the
jroui ttnüy. H It ttatt 1UI Uta bomt Ittajaanii
I can't help notlcln' that people walk right up
to cottages. If the member, lecide It
Átk vour bhvalcUn. émtmmtM at tana fat Haw
TypheW' tcilltf of Trábela V teclee,
the news stand to buy some pretty fluffy stuff, will not, the property will probably
n:it4
from uta. tad áaea-- i r fnet Tyuboid Cariieca.
rttuiu
while It takes a mighty good book agent to work
i
U Purity
)
LASotATotY, artMixY. ai.
curra
off a set of Shakespeare."
Euait a muí i.ai. i Ht uetaaa
meat of
THE NEW YEAR.

.agga

ver
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Real Christmas Bargains That Will Appeal
With Chriálmas only a short time ahead of us and new
goods arriving we have but one alternate and that is
to put on a sale unknown before in this section. The

.'.Christmas Suggestions.'

prices quoted are so low that you can afford to buy and we to ell.
Our goods are strictly fresh, that's the only kind wc sell in Tact.

Xmas

wwwwwffwwmwwwwwwmTnwwnwwwnwwwwHftwwnn

Masons Fancy I lb boxes candies,
regular price 70c, special now 65c

Fancy hand dipped chocolates, reg30c
ular price 35c, special per lb

lb boxes candies
Masons Fancy
30c
now
special
price
35c,
regular

Lemon and Hoarhound stick candy,
18c
regular 20c seller, per lb

Funke's Superfine chocolate covered fruits and nuts in boxes, regular
60c
price 65c, our special now

d
Funke and Ziegler's lemon,
and peppermint drops, regular price 25c per lb, special now 24c

Expert Peanut Fudge, regular price
25c, special to the trade per lb 22c

Kindergarten mixed candy. Winter

i-

-2

Candies
Cigars
Perfumes

Dolls, Toys, Assortment of books by the best authors

Xmas and New Year Post Cards Ic each

Toilet Waters, Kodaks, Toilet Articles

tttffttlttttTttTttt t tttttttttSSt

Before selecting your Christmas gift call and
look over our stock. Courteous treatnient to all
and satisfaction guaranteed at the

hoar-houn-

RED CROSS PHARMACY
Successors to

mixed, Jelly beans, reg. 20c now 1 8c

CIMARRON DRUG & STATIONARY CO.
Peanuts regular 20c now lb

Fancy Chocolate chips 40c now 35c

16c

Cimarron

New Mexico

muuuuiimiuuuuuuuuuui.iiuuuuuumi

SPECIALS
OKc 6GUM
Packages of Assorted Gum For ?5C
6 Packages of chewing gum in the following assortments: Wrigleys
Double Mint, Spear Mint, Juicy Fruit, Yucatan, Sweet Sixteen,
Calfornia Fruit and Mint Marbles.
Package goods, sold all over at 5c straight, now 6 for 25c in the following assortments, Funke's Big Jo Peanut, Nut Figlets, Nut Goodies, Ideal
Fancy Caromels, Hersheys Plain Dhocolate and Almond Bars, Bonito Honte
Carlo Bars, Bonito Almond Chocolate and Lunch Bars, Millers Peanut Bar
Fresh English Walnuts en route from California, special per pound 26c
Pastry Goods, Fruit Cakes and Plum Puddings should be ordered early
All 5c

WEBER'S LUNCH ROOM AND BAKERY

Henry Achilles oi French, sold
First class beds at the Antlers
a load ot fifty turkeys in Cimarron hotel, tutnace heat, 50c, 75c and

li.oo.

last Friday.

R. W. Bolinger left last week on
a business trip to ncrth-easterGilbert Nairn arrived in Cimar
Kansas. He expects to be gone
ron, Tuesday from New York, to
for several weeks.
spend the winter with Mr. and
Wm. Mohler is building an adMrs. J. I. Nairn at Casa Gavalon.
dition to his barn. B. F. McEu-dorfe- r
and Mr. Cornish are doing
Rev. P. Kretzschmar of Optimo the carpenter work.
conducted Lutheran services in
Rev. P. W. Gibson preached for
tbis city Friday evening, departing
people af Levy, Sunday.
the
the following morning for Raton
n

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery Roods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.
C. C. Cloutbier came in irom the
Rayado ranch the latter part of the
week to sjend a tew days with
friends.

and Springer.
Gumm, roadmaster on
the Rocky Mountain route, was a
Editor Smith of Maxwell and
company business visitor in CimMr.
Benton autoed over from the
arron, Wednesday.
Alfalfa City, Sunday, and wen so
cial visitors in Cimarron a few
Z. A. Curtis, frieman of the hours.
Adams Cattle company at Vermejo
Park, is spending the holidays with
T. A. Schocriburg of Denver.
bis family in this city.
Colorado, is spending the week in
this city looking alter hi interests
Dr. Locke our Springer dentist, in the Contiuental Tie & Lumber
informs us that owing to other en company.
gagements, it will be impossible
for him to come to Cimarron this
Meals at all hours are served at
month; bur he will be with us again Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
Un. 3rd to 10th. Office with Dr.

Frank

r
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Miami Locals

Mr. Martinau, connected with
the government extension work,
visited a number of farmers last
week. He expressed himself as
being well pleased with the progress Ix j made by the Miami
11

farmers.

v

Shem Zook, our genial mail carrier, says a stove feefs mighty
moá after making trips these cold
days
M. N. Mikesell, president of the
Farmers Development company at
Miami, was a business visitor in
Cimarron, Saturday, amending to
company business.

Masten.
Remember vour friends and send
them post card views of theCirriar
ron Canon. Sold at the leading
stores at 2 for 5 cents.

Swastika coal, the most beat for
vour money, sold bv J. W. Swear- -

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

ingen.
Frank Letts

The Waste of War
rte

war

that'ow engulfs Europe

is only a preface to the story of sorrow and

des-

olation that will follow.

are destroyed and the resources that are
wasted will have their greatest effect upon future generations
The lives that are lost, the cities that

Until the last chapter is reached there will be a story o! stagnant industries,

deso-at-

we

Americans are fighting the

Battles of Peace.
army of 150,000 men and women enlisted in the
the telephone wants of the American public.
An

Over 6000 of these people work right here
of the year.

in

ranges of

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

F. S. Brinkhaus departed Wednesday for Denver, to spend the
holidays with friends and relatives
until after the first of the year.
Have your dental work done by
by a dentist you know, whose work
will please ou, and whose prices
are reasonable. Dr. Locke will be
in Cimarron again Jan. 3 to 10.

the Bell System serves

the seven mountain states every day

Ramon Abreu and family
ed to Cimarron the latter
the week from Rayado, on
bined business and pleasure

motor-

part of
a com-

trip.

R. L. Hagenbuch of French has
accepted the position of station
agent at the Rocky Mountain depot in tbis city. His family who
it visiting in Kansas, will arrive
here next week.

Christmas Breakfast

Clarendon,

e

homes, barren fields and fatherless children.
While this great conflict of waste is being waged

of

was a brief visitor at the Rem- ley home in this city between trains
on Monday and Tuesday.

Grape Fruit

Oranges
Cimarron Heat Market's Home Made Sausage
Mackerel,
Ham or Bacon
Fresh Eggs,

Christmas Dinner
Oxtail Soup

Turkey with Oyster Dressing
Roast Beef Roast Veal Roast Lamb Roast Pork
Geese

Chickens

Ducks

Cranberries
Sweet Potatoes
Lettuce
Cauliflower
Radishes
That Delicious Pascal Celery
Mince Pie made of our own make Mince Meat
Grapes Pears Bananas Apples Calif. Lemons
All poultry should be ordered a tew days ahead

Hours of Delivery:

9 a. m. and 3 p. m.

TELEPHONE 47

Cimarron Meat Market

